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Abstract
The aim of the paper is to reduce one spectral optimization problem, which in-
volves the minimization of the decay rate | Imκ| of a resonance κ, to a collection of
optimal control problems on the Riemann sphere pC. This reduction allows us to ap-
ply methods of extremal synthesis to the structural optimization of layered optical
cavities. We start from a dual problem of minimization of the resonator length and
give several reformulations of this problem that involve Pareto optimization of the
modulus |κ| of a resonance, a minimum-time control problem on pC, and associated
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations. Various types of controllability properties are
studied in connection with the existence of optimizers and with the relationship be-
tween the Pareto optimal frontiers of minimal decay and minimal modulus. We give
explicit examples of optimal resonances and describe qualitatively properties of the
Pareto frontiers near them. A special representation of bang-bang controlled trajec-
tories is combined with the analysis of extremals to obtain various bounds on optimal
widths of layers. We propose a new method of computation of optimal symmetric
resonators based on minimum-time control and compute with high accuracy several
Pareto optimal frontiers and high-Q resonators.
MSC-classes: 49N35, 35B34, 49L25, 78M50, 49R05, 93B27
Keywords: optimal synthesis, photonic crystal, Euler–Lagrange equation, Regge problem,resonance
free region, quarter-wave stack, abnormal extremal, maximum principle, quasi-normal-eigenvalue,
proximal solution, scattering pole, wave equation, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition
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1 Introduction
1.1 Resonance optimization and motivations for its study
The mathematical study of the problem of optimization of an individual resonance was
initiated in the pioneering paper [21] with the aims to obtain an optimal bound on the
resonance width and to estimate resonances of random Schro¨dinger Hamiltonians. For the
time-independent 3-dimensional (3-D) Schro¨dinger equation, the resonance width, roughly
speaking, can be measured via the negative of the imaginary part of a resonance in the
second ‘nonphysical’ sheet of the two-sheeted Riemann surface for
?¨, the first sheet of
which is the ‘energy plane’ (see, e.g., [34]).
The problem of minimization of resonance width falls in the class of nonselfadjoint
spectral optimization problems, which include also other types of optimization of trans-
mission properties [29] and of eigenvalues of nonselfadjoint operators or matrices [12, 9].
3Such problems are much less studied in comparison with the selfadjoint spectral optimiza-
tion, which go back to the Faber-Krahn solution of Lord Rayleigh’s problem on the lowest
tone of a drum. We refer to [16, 18, 27, 37] for reviews and more recent studies of varia-
tional problems for eigenvalues of selfadjoint operators and would like to note that some of
these studies [16, 18, 27] are directly or indirectly connected with resonance optimization,
in particular, because square roots κ P iR` :“ tic : c P R`u of nonpositive eigenvalues κ2
are often considered to be resonances [39] for associated selfadjoint operators.
Nonselfadjointness brings new difficulties into eigenvalue optimization. The two of the
difficulties discovered in [21] were connected with the existence of optimizers and with
appearance of multiple eigenvalues (see also the discussions of these points in [22, p. 425]
and the introductions to [23, 24]).
During the last two decades variation problems for transmission and resonance effects
attracted considerable attention in connection with active studies of photonic crystals
[5, 15] and high quality-factor (high-Q) optical cavities [2, 29, 31, 10]. The problem of
high-Q design was partially motivated by rapid theoretical and experimental advances
in cavity quantum electrodynamics [38], in particular, in connection with ‘Schro¨dinger
cat’-type experiments with cats replaced by photons [20].
For the idealized model involving a layered optical cavity and normally passing elec-
tromagnetic (EM) waves, the Maxwell system can be reduced to the wave equation of a
nonhomogeneous string εpsqB2t vps, tq “ B2svps, tq, s P R, where εp¨q is the spatially varying
dielectric permittivity of layers (assuming that the speed of light in vacuum is normalized
to be equal to 1). It is a step function that can take several positive values p1, . . . , pm,
corresponding to the materials available for fabrication. Mathematically, it is convenient
to assume that εp¨q is a uniformly positive L8pRq-function. Its varying part in a finite
interval s P rs´, s`s, represents the nonhomogeneous structure of the resonator.
Outside of this interval εp¨q equals to the constant permittivity 8 “ n28 (where n8 ą 0)
of the homogeneous outer medium, i.e.,
εpsq “ n28 for a.a. s P Rzrs´, s`s. (1.1)
(In the sequel, we will omit ‘almost all‘ (a.a.) and ‘almost everywhere’ (a.e.) where these
words are clearly expected from the context.)
Resonances κ associated with the coefficient εp¨q can be defined in several equivalent
ways. One can define resonances as poles of the meromorphic extension of the cut-off
version of the resolvent χps´,s`q
´
´ 1εpsqB2s ´ λ
¯´1
χps´,s`q, where λ “ κ2 and the extension
is done from the upper complex half-plane C` :“ tκ P C : Imκ ą 0u to the whole plane
C (see [39] and references therein), and then to associate them with zeros of a specially
constructed analytic function [3, 12, 19, 23, 25].
This definition is equivalent to the time-harmonic generalized eigenvalue problem
y2psq “ ´κ2εpsqypsq for a.a. s P R, (1.2)
equipped with κ-dependent outgoing (radiation, or damping) boundary conditions
y1psq
κ
“ ˘in8 ypsq for s “ s˘. (1.3)
4Thus, a resonance associated with εp¨q is a complex number κ ‰ 0 such that the (gen-
eralized) eigenproblem consisting of (1.2) and the two conditions y1ps˘q{κ “ ˘in8 yps˘q
has a nontrivial solution y P W 2,8loc pRq (nontrivial means that y is not identically 0 in the
L8pRq-sense). Such a solution y is called a (resonant) mode associated with κ and εp¨q.
Remark 1.1. Note that for a nontrivial solution yp¨q to (1.2), equality (1.3) is satisfied for
s “ s˘ if and only if it is satisfied for certain s such that ˘s ą ˘s˘. Indeed, in the both
cases, ypsq “ C˘ expp˘in8 κsq for all ˘s ě ˘s˘ with certain constants C˘ ‰ 0.
The present paper employs the usual convention [14, 23, 25] that the value κ “ 0 is
explicitly excluded from the set of resonances Σpεq associated with εp¨q (the “zero reso-
nance” corresponds to the background level of the EM field [12], which can be put to zero
by a change of coordinates). Then it is well known [12, 25] that
Σpεq is a subset of C´ symmetric with respect to (w.r.t.) the imaginary axis iR, (1.4)
where C´ :“ tz : Im z ă 0u. The constant value of εp¨q in the outer semi-infinite intervals
p´8, s´q and ps`,`8q will be fixed in the process of optimization, and so Σpεq depends
only on the part of the function εp¨q in rs´, s`s, to which we refer simply as the resonator.
Resonances and the associated resonant modes, roughly speaking, describe the be-
havior of the wave-field v inside the cavity for large times t (see [12, 39]). The real part
α “ Reκ and the negative of the imaginary part β “ ´ Imκ of a resonance κ correspond to
the (real angular) frequency and the (exponential) decay rate, resp., of the eigenoscillations
e´iκtypsq. The value p´2 Imκq is called the bandwidth of a resonance κ.
Simulations for perspective designs of high-Q optical cavities [2, 31] have lead to the
mathematical question [22, 19] of minimization of the decay rate Drpκ; εq :“ ´ Imκ (or
maximization of the Q-factor Q “ |Reκ|´2 Imκ) for a resonance κ P Σpεq by structural changes
of εp¨q assuming that εp¨q satisfies (1.1) and certain constraints in rs´, s`s.
1.2 Review of decay rate minimization and basic definitions
Mathematically, it is convenient to consider minimization of Drpκ; εq over the relaxed fam-
ily Fs´,s` of feasible resonators εp¨q that consists of all L8ps´, s`q-functions (rigorously,
of all L8ps´, s`q-equivalence classes) satisfying the constraints
n21 ď εpsq ď n22 for s P ps´, s`q, (1.5)
where 0 ă n1 ă n2 and 1 “ n21 (2 “ n22) is the minimal (resp., maximal) of the admissible
permittivities. Note that n1, n2, and n8 are the refractive indices in the corresponding
media (the magnetic permeability is assumed to be 1 in all materials under consideration).
Over the feasible family Fs´,s` the problem is well-posed in the Pareto sense of the
paper [23], i.e., the minimal decay rate βminpαq for a frequency α P R is defined by
βminpαq :“ inftβ P R : α´ iβ P ΣrFs´,s`su, α P R, (1.6)
where ΣrFs´,s`s :“
Ť
εPFs´,s` Σpεq is the set of achievable resonances. (Here and below we
use the convention that inf ∅ “ `8.) An achievable resonance κ0 is called the resonance
of minimal decay for (the frequency) α0 “ Reκ0 if κ0 belongs to the Pareto frontier of
minimal decay
PDr :“ tα´ iβminpαq : α P domβminu,
5where domβmin :“ tα P R : βminpαq ă `8u is the set of achievable frequencies (for
general theory of Pareto optimization, see [8]). If κ0 P PDr, then ε P Fs´,s` such that
κ0 P Σpεq is called the resonator of minimal decay for α0.
The compactness argument [21] implies that ΣrFs´,s`s is closed [23, 25]. So for every
achievable frequency α, there exists a resonance of minimal decay κ “ α´ iβminpαq and an
associated optimal resonator εp¨q P Fs´,s` generating κ (uniqueness is discussed in Section
11). Other definitions of optimizers were considered in [21, 33, 24, 25].
Most of research for 1-D photonic crystals have been done under the assumption that
εp¨q is symmetric w.r.t. the resonator center scentr “ s´`s`2 (see [22, 31, 23, 33]) (1.7)
in the sense that εp¨ ´ scentrq is an even function. For such symmetric εp¨q, the resonant
mode yp¨q is either an even, or odd function w.r.t. scentr (i.e., yp¨´ scentrq is even, or odd),
and therefore satisfies
either the condition y1pscentrq “ 0, or the condition ypscentrq “ 0. (1.8)
These conditions can be treated as boundary conditions and can be used to simplify the
problem. Shifting scentr to zero and getting s` “ ´s´ “ ` with a certain ` ą 0, we
introduce the family
Fsym` “ tε P F´`,` : εpsq “ εp´sq a.e.u
and, for ε P Fsym` , introduce the set Σevenpεq (the set Σoddpεq) of resonances κ such that the
corresponding mode y is an even (resp., odd) function. We will say that the corresponding
κ is an even-mode resonance (resp., odd-mode resonance) of εp¨q.
Replacing ΣrFs´,s`s in (1.6) by the closed sets of achievable even- and odd-mode
resonances ΣevenpoddqrFsym` s :“
Ť
εPFsym` Σ
evenpoddqpεq [25], one obtains the corresponding
functions β
evenpoddq
min and Pareto optimal frontiers
P
evenpoddq
Dr :“ tα´ iβevenpoddqmin pαq : α P domβevenpoddqmin u
of even- and odd-mode resonances of minimal decay (see Fig. 1 (b)).
1.3 Known facts and open questions about the structure of optimizers
It was noticed in the numerical experiments of [22, 19] that for the relaxed problem only
two extreme values n21 and n
2
2 of εp¨q appears from a certain iteration of the steepest
ascent simulations. This fact was analytically proved in [23] for Pareto optimal resonators
of minimal decay. It was shown in [23] that a resonator of minimal decay switches between
n21 and n
2
2 according to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem with a special bang-bang term (see
equation (6.1) in Section 6 and also [25], where this result was extended on all resonators
εp¨q generating κ R iR on the boundary bd ΣrFs´,s`s). This eigenproblem can be seen as
an analogue of the Euler–Lagrange equation.
The steepest ascent numerical experiments of [22, 19, 33] and the shooting method
for the aforementioned Euler-Lagrange eigenproblem on a fixed interval [25] suggest that
Pareto optimizers εp¨q are close to structures that consist of periodic repetitions of two
layers of permittivities n21 and n
2
2 with a possible introduction of defects. This is in good
6a) b)
Figure 1: (a) The computed parts of Pareto frontiers of even-mode resonances Pevenmod :“
teiγρminpγ, 0, n8q : γ P dom ρminp¨, 0, n8qu (blue dashed line) and odd-mode resonances Poddmod :“
teiγρminpγ,8, n8q : γ P dom ρminp¨,8, n8qu (red solid line) of minimal modulus (see Sections 3.2 and
10.2) for n1 “ n8 “ 1, n2 “ 3.46, and ` “ 0.1243 ¨ 10´6. (b) The based on (a) and Theorem 9.2 drawing
of the set ΣoddrFsym` s of achievable odd-mode resonances. The line marked ‘–˛–’ shows the corresponding
Pareto frontier of minimal decay PoddDr :“ tα´ iβminpαq : α P Re ΣoddrFsym` su. The parts PoddDr and Poddmod of
the boundary bd ΣoddrFsym` s do not coincide. Theorem 9.4 analytically proves that κ0 “ α0 ´ iβ0 “ eγ0ρ0
is Pareto optimal and that there exists a jump of Poddmod at κ0.
agreement with Photonics studies of high-Q cavities [2, 31, 10], which are based on sophis-
ticated designs of defects in periodic Brag reflectors, and with Physics intuition, which says
that oscillations of EM field are expected to accumulate on the defects if their frequency
Reκ is in a stopband of the Brag reflector.
However, presently available analytic and numerical methods do not give a clear an-
swer: (i) about the structure of optimal defects and the lengths of alternating layers
with permittivities n21 and n
2
2 in the original unperturbed Brag reflector (see Section 11),
(ii) about symmetry and uniqueness of optimizers (the last two questions are obviously
connected, see the discussion in [4] and Section 11), (iii) about the existence of a global
minimizer of the decay rate Drp¨; ¨q without constraints imposed on the frequency (on
the base of numerical experiments of [22, 19, 33] it it was conjectured in [33, 25] that
arg minεPFs´,s`
κPΣpεq
Drpκ; εq “ ∅; here and below we use the standard arg min notation [8] for
the set of minimizers).
These open questions show that new theoretical tools and more accurate numerical
approaches are needed to understand the structure of optimal resonators.
To address these goals several other approaches were proposed. One of directions
[18, 28] suggests to study resonant properties with the help of certain associated selfadjoint
spectral problems avoiding in this way the difficulties of nonselfadjoint spectral optimiza-
tion. One more direction employs ‘solvable’ models of Schro¨dinger operators with point
interactions [32, 4].
The aim of the present paper is to propose analytical and computational methods
based a completely different idea. We connect the problem of optimization of resonances
with optimal control theory, more precisely, with a collection of special minimum-time
problems on the Riemann sphere pC “ CY t8u perceived as a smooth 2-D real manifold.
Notation. We use the convention that inf ∅ “ `8. The sets C1, C2, C3, and C4
are the open quadrants in C corresponding to the combinations of signs p`,`q, p´,`q,
p´,´q, and p`,´q for pRe z, Im zq. Other sets used in the paper are: the compactificationspR “ R Y t8u and pC “ C Y t8u perceived as smooth 1-D and 2-D real manifolds, resp.,
7open half-lines R˘ “ ts P R : ˘s ą 0u and half-planes C˘ “ tz P C : ˘ Im z ą 0u,
closed line-segments rz1, z2s :“ tp1 ´ tqz1 ` tz2 : t P r0, 1su (which we call C-intervals),
C-intervals pz1, z2q “ rz1, z2sztz1, z2u with excluded endpoints z1,2 P C, circles Tδpζq :“
tz P C : |z ´ ζ| “ δu with δ ą 0, T “ T1p0q, open discs Dδpζq :“ tz P C : |z ´ ζ| ă δu with
δ ě 0 and ζ P C, D “ D1p0q, the infinite sector (without the origin z “ 0)
Secpξ1, ξ2q :“ tceiξ : c ą 0 and ξ P pξ1, ξ2qu, ξ1 ă ξ2, ξ1,2 P R. (1.9)
For a normed space W over C with a norm }¨}W , Bδpw0;W q :“ tw PW : }w´w0}W ă
δu are open nonempty balls with w0 P W and δ ą 0. For E Ă W and z P C, we write
zE`w0 :“ tzw`w0 : w P Eu. The closure (the interior) of a set E in the norm topology
is denoted by E (resp., intE).
For a function f defined on a set E, f rEs is the image of E and, in the case when f
maps to p´8,`8s, the domain of f is dom f :“ ts P E : fpsq ă `8u. A line over a
complex number z or over a pC-valued function denotes complex conjugation, i.e., y means
that ypsq “ ypsq; 8 “ 8. We simplify the notation pfpsqqj “: f jpsq, while f t´1up¨q is the
inverse function. By Bsf , Bzf , etc., we denote (ordinary or partial) derivatives w.r.t. s,
z, etc.; εps ˘ 0q are the one-side limits of a function ε at a point s P R. For an interval
I Ă R, LppIq and W k,ppIq :“ ty P LppIq : Bjsy P LppIq, j ď ku are the complex Lebesgue
and Sobolev spaces with standard norms } ¨ }p and } ¨ }Wk,p . To denote the corresponding
Lebesgue and and Sobolev spaces of real-valued functions, we use subscript R (LpR , etc.).
The space of continuous complex valued functions with the uniform norm is denoted by
Crs´, s`s. The loc-notation y P W k,ploc pRq means that y P W k,pps´, s`q for every finite
interval ps´, s`q Ă R (the same is applied to the space ClocpRq).
By z1{2, Arg0 z, Ln z we denote the continuous in CzR´ branches of multi-functions?
z, complex argument Arg z, and complex natural logarithm ln z fixed by 11{2 “ 1 and
Ln 1 “ i Arg0 1 “ 0. For the multifunction
?¨ we use also the notation r¨s1{2. For z P R´,
we put Im Ln z “ Arg0 z :“ pi and z1{2 :“ ip´zq1{2. The characteristic function of a set E
is denoted by χEp¨q, i.e., χEpsq “ 1 if s P E and χpsq “ 0 if s R E.
2 Overview of methods and results of the paper
As a starting point, we introduce a dual problem of minimization of length of a resonator
εp¨q under the assumption that εp¨q produces a given resonance κ P C´.
Since the definition of the length of a resonator is ambiguous (see Remark 1.1), consider
an additional feasible family F of (permittivity) coefficients. The family F consists of
positive functions εp¨q P L8R pRq such that there exists s˘ P R satisfying s´ ď s` and
conditions (1.1), (1.5). We consider also the subfamily Fsym of symmetric ε, i.e.,
Fsym “ tε P F : εpsq “ εp´squ.
Definition 2.1. For any given εp¨q that is not equal to the constant function n28, we
denote by rsε´, sε`s the shortest interval rs´, s`s satisfying (1.1), and by Lpεq :“ sε` ´ sε´
the effective length of the resonator defined by the coefficient εp¨q. If εp¨q “ n28 (in L8pRq-
sense), we put sε´ :“ 0, sε` :“ 0, and Lpεq “ 0.
8Let us consider the two following length minimization problems
arg minεPF
κPΣpεq
Lpεq, (2.1)
arg minεPFsym
κPΣpεq
Lpεq, (2.2)
where the resonance κ P C´zt0u and the constraint parameters n8, n1, n2 are fixed.
Remark 2.1. The symmetric optimization problem (2.2) can be split into two, the odd-
mode and even-mode problems in the way described in Section 1.2. Note that Σoddpεq X
Σevenpεq “ ∅ (otherwise, the odd- and even-modes form a fundamental system of solutions
and at least one of them does not satisfy (1.3)). Hence, εp¨q is a minimizer for (2.2) if and
only if it is a minimizer for exactly one of the two problems:
arg minεPFsym
κPΣoddpεq
Lpεq, arg min εPFsym
κPΣevenpεq
Lpεq. (2.3)
One can define the corresponding minimum lengths by
Lminpκq :“ inf εPF
κPΣpεq
Lpεq, Loddpevenqmin pκq :“ inf εPFsym
κPΣoddpevenqpεq
Lpεq.
In Section 3.1 we give equivalent reformulations of these 4 problems in terms of
minimum-time control for the system
x1psq “ fpxpsq, εpsqq, with fpx, q :“ iκp´x2 ` q (2.4)
where εp¨q is interpreted as a control, xpsq evolves in the state space pC “ CY t8u and is
connected with a solution ypsq to (1.2) by xpsq “ y1psqiκypsq (where xpsq “ 8 if ypsq “ 0)
The trajectory xp¨q of (2.4) blows-up in the time-like points s such that ypsq “ 0. The
evolution of x in the neighborhood pCzt0u of 8 can be described in the following way:
rxpsq “ ´1{xpsq satisfies rx1 “ rfprx, εq, where rfprx, q :“ iκp´1` rx2q. (2.5)
With such settings the outgoing boundary condition (1.3) at s´ (at s`) become the
initial state value xps´q “ ´n8 (resp., the terminal state xps`q “ n8). The problem
(2.1) turns into the problem of minimum-time control from p´n8q to n8. The symmetric
problems (2.3) are essentially the problems of minimum-time control from 8 and from 0
to n8 (or, equivalently, from p´n8q to 8 and to 0).
Note that the resonator optimization in the case κ P iR is simpler because it has some
features of selfadjoint spectral optimization [23, 26]. Besides, the minimum-time control
problem for the value κ of the spectral parameter is equivalent to that for the value p´κq
(see (1.4) and Section 4.1). Therefore a substantial part of the paper is focused on the
case κ P C4 :“ tz P C : Re z ą 0, Im z ă 0u.
We return from the dual problem to the original problem of minimization of the decay
rate stated in Section 1.2 in several steps:
(i) Global controllability and small time local controllability (STLC) of system (2.4),
(2.5) are studied in Section 4. It is important for our needs to ensure that these
properties are locally uniform w.r.t. the spectral parameter κ. So, actually, we
study the whole collection of control systems (2.4), (2.5) indexed by κ P C4.
9(ii) We give another reformulation for the minimum-time control of (2.4), (2.5) in terms
of Pareto minimization of the modulus |κ| of a resonance for a resonator ε P Fs´,s` .
This gives the second class of Pareto frontiers Pmod and P
oddpevenq
mod , which consist of
achievable κ with minimal possible modulus |κ| for a given complex argument Arg κ
(see Section 3.2 and Fig. 1 (a)).
(iii) Combining the results obtained in steps (i) and (ii), we show in Theorems 9.1-9.3 that
under the assumption n1 ď n8 ď n2 the original Pareto problem of minimization
of the decay rate can be “partially” reduced to the minimum-time control problem
(“partially” in the sense that at least one minimizer εp¨q for each point κ P PDr is
obtained, but possibly not all the minimizers). In the case n1 ă n8 ă n2, the above
reduction is complete.
Note that the relation n1 ď n8 ď n2 between the constraint parameters is reasonable
from the applied point of view (it means that the permittivity of the outer medium is in
the range of permittivities admissible for fabrication, see [25]).
There are several advantages of the reduction to the minimum-time control:
• From the analytical point of view, this reduction brings the tools of Optimal Con-
trol to the study of optimal designs of resonators. This includes Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman (HJB) equations [6, 35], their theory on manifolds [13], Pontryagin Maxi-
mum Principle (PMP), and the concepts of extremal synthesis [7, 35].
• From numerical point of view, we propose in Section 10 a method of accurate compu-
tation of optimal symmetric resonators by the minimum-time shooting to the turning
point. The turning point p0 of a mode ypsq is the s-point, where the trajectory of
y changes of the direction of its rotation around 0 in the complex plane [25]. So
the most important step of the method, the computation of p0, is essentially the
computation of a zero of a monotone function (see Lemma 4.2). This allows us to
compute the widths of layers of optimal resonators with high accuracy.
The HJB equation associated with the value function V pxq :“ Tminκ px, n8q is 0 “
1´maxt´∇fpx,qV pxq :  “ j , j “ 1, 2u. Here Tminκ px, n8q is the minimum time needed
to reach n8 from the initial state x P pC, ∇zV pxq :“ limζÑ0
ζPR
V px`ζzq´V pxq
ζ is the directional
derivative and the direction z P C is perceived as an R2-vector. The HJB equation can be
formally transformed to the boundary value problem
0 “ V pn8q, 0 “ 1´∇iκpx2´p2`1q{2qV pxq ´
2 ´ 1
2
|∇iκV pxq|, x P Cztn8u, (2.6)
However, in this form the boundary condition at x “ 8 is not specified because it is
encoded in the HJB equation for (2.5) in the rx-state space.
That is why we employ in Section 3.3 the manifold state-space approach of [13] to
formulate rigorously the HJB equation and the corresponding existence and uniqueness
theorem for a proximal solution on the 2-D real manifold pC. This result, Corollary 3.3, is
written as a symmetrical coupling of two HJB boundary value problems for the backward
and forward value functions because we believe that it is right to emphasize time-reversal
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symmetry of system (2.4), (2.5). This and other symmetries of (2.4), (2.5) are discussed
in Section 4.1.
Some regularity properties of the backward value function V can be seen from con-
trollability results of Section 4. If n1 ď n8 ď n2, the domain dompV q of V is the whole
state-space pC. If additionally n1 ă n8 ă n2, then V is continuous.
The structural analysis of optimal and extremal controls and trajectories is the subject
of Sections 5-7 (for the main principles and definitions of geometric optimal control, see
[1, 7, 35]). Our terminology and notation are oriented to the specific of resonance problems
and somewhat differs of that of [7, 35], while the ideas of extremal synthesis [7, 35] are
behind many statements of Sections 5-7.
Our analysis of extremals consists of the following steps:
• The application of PMP in Theorem 5.1 gives not only the absence of singular arcs
and another derivation of the Euler-Lagrange eigenproblem of [23, 25], but also an
additional necessary condition Impεpsqy2psq ` κ´2py1psqq2q ě 0 of optimality of ε,
which occurred to be important for the description of optimal normal extremals of
Section 6.3.
• The combination of PMP with the result of [25] on rotation of resonant mode y
implies that optimal controls εp¨q are of bang-bang type (and without chattering
effects). The intervals pbj , bj`1q of constancy of εp¨q can be interpreted from Optics
point of view as layers.
• We introduce the ilog-phase ϑ, which is function in s that appears in special repre-
sentations of x and y trajectories and is convenient from the point of view of iterative
analytic calculation of the positions of switch points bj (see Sections 4.2 and 6.1).
The ilog-phase ϑ is used then to obtain estimates on the widths bj`1 ´ bj of layers
(Theorems 6.5, 6.9 and Corollaries 8.1, 8.3).
• It is shown by Theorems 6.5, 6.9 and Section 7 that abnormal extremals correspond
to resonators that have parts consisting of periodic alternation of quarter wave lay-
ers with permittivities n21 and n
2
2. Such structures are called quarter-wave stacks
(see Remark 8.2) and are widely used in Photonics (in the context of resonance
optimization they were discussed in [33]).
• We study the discrete dynamical system xpbjq ÞÑ xpbj`1q that describe the evolution
of values of extremal xp¨q at the set tbju`8j“´8 of switch points. Our analysis shows
that abnormal extremals can be optimal only for exceptional values of Arg κ in
p´pi{2, 0q (see Lemma 6.6 and Corollary 6.7). So the appearance of quarter-wave
stacks pieces in the structures of Pareto optimal resonators is at least atypical.
• From the point of view of structural classification of extremal trajectories
xrrs´, s`ss :“ txpsq : s P rs´, s`su, the above results are summarized in Section
7. This classification is used then to prove the explicit examples of optimizers in
Theorems 8.4 and 9.4.
While the construction of optimal synthesis for (2.4)-(2.5) is not finished in the present
paper, the effectiveness of our analysis of extremals is demonstrated by several results:
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• For optimizers εp¨q of the symmetric optimization problems, we rigorously prove in
Section 8 a series of necessary conditions on width of layers and permittivity of the
central layer.
• We analytically prove that in the case n1 ď n8 ă n2 a half-wave layer with per-
mittivity n22 and its first odd-mode resonance, which we denote here κ0, form an
optimal pair tκ0, εu simultaneously for odd-mode Pareto problems of minimal decay
for Reκ0 and of minimal modulus for Arg κ0 (see Theorem 8.4). This gives the first
analytically derived example of a resonance belonging to a Pareto frontier outside of
the imaginary line iR.
• It is shown that the Pareto frontier Poddmod of minimal modulus has a jump at the
aforementioned κ0 (see Fig. 1). The existence of this jump and qualitative descrip-
tions of the Pareto frontiers near κ0 are given by Theorem 9.4.
Optimal symmetric resonators with high quality factor Q are studied numerically in
Section 10. Conclusions from our analytical and numerical results are summarized in
Section 11, where we also compare them with high-Q designs of earlier studies.
3 Three reformulations of the dual problem
3.1 Minimum-time control problem and Riccati equations
In this subsection, the variable s will be interpreted as time, κ ‰ 0 is a fixed parameter.
Functions εp¨q P L8R rs´,`8q will be called controls.
The family Fs´ of feasible controls is defined by
Fs´ :“ tεp¨q P L8R ps´,`8q : n21 ď εpsq ď n22 for s ą s´u.
To modify the differential equation (1.2) into a control system in a state-space C2, one
denotes Y0psq “ ypsq, Y1psq “ y1psqiκ , forms a column vector Y psq “ pY0;Y1qJ P C2, and
write (1.2) as Y 1psq “ iκ
ˆ
0 1
εpsq 0
˙
Y psq.
Since this system is linear one can consider the associated dynamics on the complex
projective line, which can be identified with the Riemann sphere pC “ C Y t8u. From
the point of view of elementary ODEs, this is the standard reduction to the associated
Riccati differential equation. Namely, for a nontrivial solution yp¨q to (1.2), the dynamics
of the function xp¨q defined by x :“ y1{piκyq is described in C by the control system
x1 “ iκp´x2 ` q. The solution xp¨q of (2.4) blows-up in the time-points s such that
ypsq “ 0. The dynamics of x near 8 is given by (2.5).
Recall that a state xps´q of the system (2.4)-(2.5) is said to be in the time-t-controllable
set Cttupη`, κq to a state η` if there exists a feasible control ε P Fs´ such that xps´ `
tq “ η`. For t P r0,`8s, we put Cr0,tqpη`, κq :“
Ť
0ďt0ăt Ctt0upη`, κq, and write η` P
Rr0,tqpη´, κq if η´ P Cr0,tqpη`, κq. A state η1 is said to be reachable from η2 (resp., control-
lable to η2) if it belongs to the set Rr0,`8qpη2q (resp., Cr0,`8qpη2q).
A feasible control ε P Fs´ is said to be a minimum-time control from xps´q to η` if
xps´` tq “ η` in the minimal possible time t “ Tminκ pxps´q, η`q, which can be defined by
Tminκ pxps´q, η`q :“ inftt ě 0 : xps´q P Cttupη`, κqu. (3.1)
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If η´ is not controllable to η`, we put by definition Tminκ pη´, η`q :“ `8.
For pη´; η`q P pC2, we say that κ P Czt0u is an pη´; η`q-eigenvalue of εp¨q on an interval
ps´, s`q if equation (1.2) has a nontrivial solution y satisfying the two boundary conditions
y1ps˘q
iκyps˘q “ η˘ (which are understood as yps˘q “ 0 when η˘ “ 8). (3.2)
We denote the set of pη´; η`q-eigenvalues by Σs´,s`η´,η`pεq.
One sees that the following statements are equivalent for t ą 0:
(C1) κ P Σs´,s`η´,η`pεq, where s` “ s´ ` t;
(C2) κ ‰ 0 and the control εp¨q steers system (2.4)-(2.5) from η´ to η` in time t.
Proposition 3.1. For a fixed κ ‰ 0, the following minimization problems are equivalent.
(i) Problem (2.1) is equivalent to the minimum-time control of (2.4)-(2.5) from p´n8q
to n8 in the sense that Lminpκq “ Tminκ p´n8, n8q and the two families of L8psε´, sε`q
functions produced by the restriction of minimizers εp¨q for these two problems to the
interval psε´, sε`q coincide after a suitable shift of s´ to sε´.
(ii) The odd-mode (even-mode) problem in (2.3) is equivalent to the minimum-time control
of (2.4)-(2.5) from 8 (resp., from 0) to n8 in the sense that Loddminpκq “ 2Tminκ p8, n8q
(resp., Levenmin pκq “ 2Tminκ p0, n8q) and their minimizers εp¨q can be identified by a suitable
shift of s´ to sε´.
a) b)
Figure 2: (a) The computed trajectory of the x-extremal corresponding to an optimizer εp¨q of the
even-mode minimal length problem (2.3) with the parameters κ “ 1 ´ i, n1 “ 1, n2 “ n8 “ 3.46. The
optimizer εp¨q consists of 3 layers and has two switch points rb˘1 (see Sections 5-8; for the computation
method see Section 10). (b) The drawing based on (a). The part of trajectory xrrs´, p0ss (the part
xrrp0, 2p0 ´ s´ss) corresponds to the minimum-time control from p´n8q to 0 (resp., from 0 to n8). The
two parts of x-trajectory corresponding to the two edge layers I˘ with εpsq “ edge “ n21 are given by
the red solid curves, the part corresponding to the layer Icentr with εpsq “ centr “ n22 by the blue dashed
curve. The ‘no-return line of turning points’ L0 defined in Section 4.1 and the lines R, iR, separate C to
the six sectors Secj , j “ 1, . . . , 6, important for the extremal synthesis. The trajectory has the structure
(7.9) with m1 “ m2 “ 0.
The proposition follows from the following identities: Σpεq “ Σsε´,sε`´n8,n8pεq for ε P F;
Σoddpεq “ Σsε´,0´n8,8pεq “ Σ
0,sε`8,n8pεq and Σevenpεq “ Σs
ε´,0
´n8,0pεq “ Σ
0,sε`
0,n8pεq for ε P Fsym.
Assuming that there exists a minimum-time control ε from xps´q “ η´ to η`, one
sees that the trajectory of the associated optimal solution x of (2.4), (2.5) has no self-
intersections in the sense that
xpsq ‰ xprsq if s ‰ rs and s, rs P `s´, s´ ` Tminκ pη´, η`q˘. (3.3)
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3.2 Pareto frontier of resonances of minimal |κ|
Recall that Arg0p¨q is a continuous in CzR´ branch of multi-valued complex argument
Argp¨q fixed by Arg0 1 “ 0.
In this subsection, we reformulate the problems of length minimization (2.1)-(2.3) and,
more generally, of the minimum-time control of (2.4)-(2.5) as the problem of minimization
of modulus |κ| of an pη´; η`q-eigenvalue κ for a given complex argument γ “ Arg0 k over
the family
Fs´,s` :“ tεp¨q P L8R ps´, s`q : n21 ď εpsq ď n22 for s P ps´, s`qu, (3.4)
where the finite interval ps´, s`q with s´ ă s` and the tuple pη´; η`q are fixed.
The main tool for this reformulation is the natural scaling of eigenproblem (1.2), (3.2):
if κ P Σs´,s`η´,η`pεq and rεpsq “ εpτsq for τ P R`, then τκ P Στ´1s´,τ´1s`η´,η` prεq. (3.5)
Let us introduce the set
Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s :“
ď
εPFs´,s`
Σs´,s`η´,η`pεq (3.6)
of achievable pη´; η`q-eigenvalues (over Fs´,s`). We define the set of achievable pη´; η`q-
arguments by
Arg0 Σ
s´,s`
η´,η`rFs´s :“ tArg0 κ : κ P Σs´,s`η´,η`pεq for certain ε P Fs´,s`u,
and the minimal modulus ρminpγq “ ρminpγ, η´, η`q by
ρminpγq :“ inft|κ| : κ P Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s and Arg0 κ “ γu. (3.7)
The function ρmin takes values in r0,`8s and depends on γ, η˘, and s` ´ s´. We omit
s˘ and sometimes η˘ from the list of variables of ρmin when they are fixed.
If kminγ :“ eiγρminpγq belongs to Ση´,η`s´,s` pεminγ q for a certain εminγ p¨q P Fs´,s` , i.e., if
minimum is achieved in (3.7), then we say that
εminγ p¨q is a resonator of minimal modulus |κ| for (the complex argument) γ. (3.8)
The set P
η´,η`
mod :“ teiγρminpγq : γ P Arg0 Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´,s`su forms the Pareto optimal
frontier for the problem of minimization of the modulus |κ| of an pη´; η`q-eigenvalue κ
over Fs´,s` (see Fig. 1 (a)).
The minimum-time control problem for the system (2.4)-(2.5) and the problem of
finding of resonators of minimal modulus for given γ over Fs´,s` are equivalent in the
sense of the following theorem, which includes also a result on the existence of optimizers.
Theorem 3.2. Let η´ ‰ η`, κ ‰ 0, and γ “ Arg0 κ. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) η´ P Cr0,`8qpη`, κq, i.e., (2.4)-(2.5) is controllable from η´ to η`;
(ii) there exists a minimum-time control εp¨q P Fs´ for (2.4)-(2.5) that steers η´ to η` in
the minimal time Tminκ pη´, η`q.
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(iii) γ P Arg0 Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´,s`s, i.e., the complex argument γ is achievable over Fs´,s`;
(iv) there exist at least one resonator εminγ p¨q of minimal modulus for γ over Fs´,s`.
If statements (i)-(iv) hold true, then
Tminκ pη´, η`q “ ps` ´ s´qρminpγ, η´, η`q|κ| . (3.9)
If, additionally, s˘ are chosen so that s` ´ s´ “ Tminκ p´η´, η`q, then the families of
minimum-time controls εp¨q and of resonators of minimal modulus εminγ p¨q coincide.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The statement (i) ô (ii) is a standard existence result (see, e.g.,
Filippov’s theorem in [1]). Equivalences (i) ô (iii), (ii) ô (iv), formula (3.9), and the last
statement of the theorem follow from the scaling (3.5) and equivalence (C1) ô (C2) of
Section 3.1.
3.3 HJB equations for optimal resonators
Let η˘ P pC and κ P Czt0u be fixed. Let us define for all states x P pC the backward value
function Vη´`pxq :“ Tminκ px, η`q, which, according to (3.1), takes values in r0,`8s and,
in the standard terminology [6, 13] is called simply the value function. Recall that the
domain of Vη´`p¨q is the set
domVη´`p¨q :“ tx P pC : Vη´`pxq ă `8u “ Cr0,`8qpη`, κq.
Similarly, we define the forward value function Vη`´pxq :“ Tminκ pη´, xq, x P pC.
The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation formally associated with the backward
value function for the minimum time problem of Section 3.1 can be written as (2.6). To
pose the corresponding boundary value problem rigorously on the 2-D real manifold pC we
use the approach of [13].
We assume V : pCÑ p´8,`8s and use the notation x “ x1 ` ix2 “ px1;x2q P R2,
fpx, q “ f1px, q ` if2px, q “ pf1px, q; f2px, qq “ pRe fpx, q; Im fpx, qq.
The similar notation is used for the R2-coordinates of rx “ ´1{x and rfprxq. It is enough
to consider only the minimal atlas for pC that consists of the cover tC, pCzt0uu and the
associated charts ϕ : x ÞÑ x “ px1;x2qJ, rϕ : x ÞÑ rx “ prx1; rx2qJ onto C “ R2.
We write (2.4), (2.5) as the differential inclusion x1 P Fκpxq on pC defining the mul-
tifunction Fκ, which maps each x P pC to a subset Fκpxq of the tangent space Tx via its
representation in the local coordinates
ϕ˚Fκpxq “ tf1px, qBx1 ` f2px, qBx2 :  P rn21, n22su, x P C,rϕ˚Fκprxq “ t rf1prx, qBrx1 ` rf2prx, qBrx2 :  P rn21, n22su, x “ ´rx´1 P pCzt0u.
Note that f and rf depend also on the spectral parameter κ and that this dependence for
Fκ is shown explicitly as the lower index.
Following [13], we say that a cotangent vector λ P Tx˚ pC is a proximal subgradient of
V at x if x P domV and there exists a C2-function m defined in a certain neighborhood
Ω Ă pC of x that satisfies λ “ dmpxq and V pzq ´ V pxq ě mpzq ´mpxq for all z P Ω.
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The R-valued Hamiltonian Hκpx, λq “ supvPFκpxqxv, λy is defined for all x P pC and
λ P Tx˚ pC. A lower semicontinuous function V : pC Ñ p´8,`8s is called a proximal
solution to the HJB boundary value problem
0 “ V pη`q, 0 “ 1´Hκpx,´dV pxqq, x P pCztη`u, (3.10)
if the following three conditions hold: (i) 0 “ 1 ´ Hκpx,´λq for all λ P BPV pxq and
all x ‰ η`, (ii) 0 ď 1 ´ Hκpη`,´λq for all λ P BPV pη`q, and (iii) 0 “ V pη`q, where
BPV pxq Ă Tx˚ pC is the set of all proximal subgradients of V at x [11, 13].
Part (i) of the next result provides a rigorous form to the statement that the HJB
equation (2.6) corresponds to the problem (2.1) of the minimization of resonator length.
Corollary 3.3. Let κ P Czt0u. Then the function Tminκ p¨, ¨q satisfies the following collec-
tion of HJB boundary value problems:
(i) For each η` P pC, the function Vη´`p¨q :“ Tminκ p¨, η`q is lower semicontinuous and is a
unique proximal solution to (3.10).
(ii) For each η´ P pC, the function Vη`´p¨q :“ Tminκ pη´, ¨q is lower semicontinuous and is a
unique proximal solution to
0 “ Vη`´pη´q, 0 “ 1´H´κpx,´dVη`´pxqq, x P pCztη´u.
Proof. (i) follows from [13]. (ii) follows from the combination of [13] with the time-reversal
symmetry of (2.4)-(2.5) (cf. (S0), (S2) in Section 4.1) and the existence result of Theorem
3.2 (the latter implies Tminκ pη´, η`q “ mintt ě 0 : η` P Rttupη´, κqu, cf. (3.1)).
4 Controllability and existence of minimizers
In the preparatory Subsection 4.1, we consider symmetries of the system (2.4)-(2.5) and
give technical Lemma 4.2 about lines of no return, which is used in subsequent sections.
Theorem 4.3 gives the global controllability result needed for the study of optimization
problems (2.1), (2.3) in the case n1 ď n8 ď n2. The dependence of small time local
controllability (STLC) for (2.4)-(2.5) on the target point η` can be easily obtained with
the use of the Kalman test and the conditions of [36] on equilibrium points. Namely,
(2.4)-(2.5) is STLC to η` iff η` P p´n1,´n2qYpn1, n2q. Subsection 4.3 studies the uniform
in κ version of STL-controllability, which is crucial for the proof of Theorem 9.1.
The first application of these results is the following existence statement, which imme-
diately follows from Theorem 3.2 and the controllability result of Theorem 4.3.
Corollary 4.1. Let κ P C´ziR and n1 ď n8 ď n2. Then the following four sets
arg min
εPF
κPΣpεq
Lpεq, arg min
εPFsym
κPΣpεq
Lpεq, arg min
εPFsym
κPΣoddpevenqpεq
Lpεq are nonempty. (4.1)
4.1 Lines of no return, monotonicities, and symmetries
Let us consider first the symmetries of (2.4)-(2.5), which appear because the right hand
side in (2.4) is an even function in x and Fs´,s` is symmetric w.r.t. scentr.
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Considering dynamics of p´xp´sqq, xp´sq, and xpsq, one sees that the statements that
εp¨q steers xps´q “ η´ to η` in time t for the following choices of pη´; η`q P pC2, κ, and
εp¨q P Fs´ are equivalent:
(S0) pη´; η`q “ pη1; η2q , κ “ κ0, and εpsq “ ε0psq;
(S1) pη´; η`q “ p´η2;´η1q, κ “ κ0, and εpsq “ ε0p´sq;
(S2) pη´; η`q “ pη2; η1q, κ “ ´κ0, and εpsq “ ε0p´sq;
(S3) pη´; η`q “ pη1; η2q, κ “ ´κ0, and εpsq “ ε0psq.
Equivalence pS0q ô pS3q implies that if pη´; η`q P pR2 and εp¨q P Fs´,s` , then Σs´,s`η´,η`pεq
and Σ
s´,s`
η´,η`rFs´s are symmetric w.r.t. the imaginary axis iR.
Lemma 4.2. Let ε P Fs´,s`, Arg0 κ P p´pi{2, 0q, and y be a nontrivial solution to (1.2) in
rs´, s`s. Then, for each τ P r0,´2 Arg0 κs, the function Gτ psq “ Re
´
eipτ´pi{2qypsqBsypsq
¯
is strictly increasing in s. In particular, there exists at most one point pτ P rs´, s`s
such that Gτ ppτ q “ 0. If Gτ ppτ q “ 0, then xppτ q is the only point where the tra-
jectory xrrs´, s`ss :“ txpsq : s P rs´, s`su of x “ y1iκy intersects the (extended) line
Lτ :“ ie´ipτ`Arg κqpR.
Proof. For τ P r0,´2 Arg0 κs,
G1τ “ |y1|2 Re eipτ´pi{2q ` |y|2εRe
´
eipτ´pi{2qp´κ2q
¯
ě 0. (4.2)
It is easy to see that G1τ cannot vanish on an interval for a nontrivial y. The equality
Gτ psq “ |y|2|κ|Re
`
eipτ`Arg κqxpsq˘ completes the proof.
Remark 4.1. In the settings of Lemma 4.2, Lτ is an line of no return in the following sense:
if xps0q is in the pC-closure Hpτ` :“ Lτ Y ie´ipτ`Arg κqC´ of the half-plane ie´ipτ`Arg κqC´,
then xpsq P ie´ipτ`Arg κqC´ for s ą s0. This shows that (2.4)-(2.5) is not controllable from
η´ P Hpτ` to η` P Hpτ´ ztη´u, where Hpτ´ :“ ´Hpτ` . The line L0 is shown in Fig. 2.
Remark 4.2. (i) Let κ P iR´. Then Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.1 are valid for τ P p0, piq.
(ii) Let κ P R and εp¨q P Fs´,s` . Then (4.2) applied to τ “ 0 implies that G0p¨q is a
constant function and that (2.4)-(2.5) is not controllable from η´ P iC´ to η` P p´Hp`0 q.
Remark 4.3. Let κ P iR´. Let η´ “ xps´q “ y1ps´q{piκyps´qq be in pR like in (1.3).
Then the control problem and the resonance optimization problems are essentially simpler
since the trajectory of x lies in pR. On one hand, the control problems can be solved by
the application of the simple no-selfintersection principle (3.3). On the other hand, the
solution of the problems (4.1) for n8 P R` and κ P iR´ can be obtained from the results
of [26].
Remark 4.4. Note that the constancy of G0p¨q for κ P R, the existence of no-return lines Lτ
for κ P C4Y iR´, and the symmetries (S0)–(S3) imply the well-known fact that Σpεq Ă C´
for ε P F. This, the symmetries (S0)–(S3), and Remark 4.3 on the case κ P iR´ show that
we can restrict our attention to the case κ P C4.
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4.2 Global controllability to stable equilibria
Let us denote by J : pCÑ pC the Kutta-Zhukovskii transform J pzq “ pz ` z´1q{2 and by
I : pCÑ pC the linear fractional transform of the form Ipzq :“ p1´ zq{p1` zq. Note that
Ip´zq “ pIpzqq´1, Ipz´1q “ ´Ipzq, I is involution (i.e., IpIpzqq ” z),
and that the inverse J t´1up¨q of J given by the expression J t´1upζq :“ ζ `aζ2 ´ 1 is a
2-valued analytic function with the branching points ˘1. For ζ P Czr´1, 1s, two branches
J t´1u˘1 pζq of J t´1u can be singled out by the condition ˘p|J t´1u˘1 pζq| ´ 1q ą 0.
Let us consider the forward and backward evolution of (2.4)-(2.5) under the constant
control εp¨q ”  P R` from an initial state xps´q “ η´ P pC. Let us define the continuouspC-valued function
ϑpsq “ Ip´1{2xpsqq. (4.3)
The evolution of xp¨q and of the associated solution y to (1.2) have the form
ypsq “ c`eiκs ` c´e´iκs and xpsq “ 1{2 c` ´ c´e
´2iκs
c` ` c´e´2iκs with κ :“ 
1{2κ (4.4)
and certain c˘ P C satisfying |c´| ` |c`| ‰ 0. The identity IpIpzqq ” z implies
ϑpsq “ c´
c`
e´2iκps´s´q “ ϑps´qe´2iκps´s´q, s P R, (4.5)
which have to be understood as ϑpsq ” 8 if c` “ 0. The latter case corresponds the
unique unstable equilibrium solution xp¨q ” ´1{2. The equation x1psq “ iκp´x2 ` q has
also one stable equilibrium solution xp¨q ” 1{2. Summarizing, we see that η´ ÞÑ xptq is
an holomorphic evolution on pC given by a continuous subgroup of the group AutppCq of
Mo¨bius transformations.
Assume now that η´ ‰ ˘1{2. Then
ypsq “ A cos
ˆ
i
2
Ln‹ ϑpsq
˙
“ A cos
ˆ
κps´ s´q ` i
2
Ln‹ ϑps´q
˙
, (4.6)
xpsq “ i1{2 tan
ˆ
i
2
Ln‹ ϑpsq
˙
“ i1{2 tan
ˆ
κps´ s´q ` i
2
Ln‹ ϑps´q
˙
, (4.7)
where Ln‹ ϑp¨q is an arbitrary continuous on R branch of the multifunction lnϑp¨q and
A P Czt0u is a constant depending on c˘ and the choice of the branch Ln‹ ϑp¨q.
Because of the form of right sides of (4.6), (4.7), we will say that ϑp¨q is the ilog-phase
for the constant control . A curve xp¨q produced by the constant control  has the form
C1 tan
`
1{2κps´ s´q ` C2
˘
. In the case κ P CziR, xrRs is the image of the logarithmic
spiral (4.5) under the linear fractional map z ÞÑ 1{2Ipzq. This gives the rigorous sense
to the statement that, as s Ñ ˘8, the trajectory of xpsq asymptotically approaches a
logarithmic spiral with the pole at ˘1{2.
Using (4.5) it is easy to see that, if η´ ‰ η` and each of ϑps˘q “ Ip´1{2η˘q is not in
the set t0,8u, then the pη´, η`q-spectrum produced by the constant resonator εp¨q “  is
Σs´,s`η´,η`pq “ tknpqunPZ, knpq :“ ´
i
2ps` ´ s´q1{2 Ln
ϑps´q
ϑps`q `
pin
ps` ´ s´q1{2 . (4.8)
Recall that Cr0,`8qpη, κq is the set of points controllable to η by feasible controls.
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Theorem 4.3. Let κ P C4. Let η` belongs to the interval rn1, n2s of admissible refractive
indices. Then (2.4), (2.5) is globally controllable to η` in the sense Cr0,`8qpη`, κq “ pC.
Proof. It is enough to consider the case κ P C4. Geometrically, Cr0,`8qpη, κq “ pC can
be proved using the fact that xp¨q ” η` is a stable equilibrium solution to (2.4) with the
constant control εp¨q ” η2`. The corresponding trajectory xpsq with xps´q “ η´ ‰ η`
asymptotically approaches a logarithmic spiral with the pole at η` as sÑ `8. One can
concatenate this asymptotic spiral with a backward trajectory through η` under another
feasible constant control εp¨q ” 0 ‰ η2`. This argument can be made rigorous with the
use of the map from (4.3) and the dynamics of the ilog-phases for  “ η2` and  “ 0.
Let us give another proof that can be used in less geometrically transparent situations
and is based on the Pareto optimization equivalence of Section 3.2. Let us fix an interval
ps´, s`q and η´ ‰ η`. We want to show that
Arg0 Σ
s´,s`
η´,η`rFs´,s`s Ą p´pi{2, 0q (4.9)
and use Theorem 3.2. Consider for n P N the behavior of knpq from (4.8) as the con-
stant  runs through rn21, n22sztη2`u. On one hand, such knpq lie in the strip Re z P
pi
s`´s´
”
n´1{2
n2
, n`1{2n1
ı
. On the other, Im knpq Ñ ´8 as  Ñ η2` since xps`q “ η` and
ϑps`q Ñ 0. So tArg0 knpq :  P rn21, n22s,  ‰ η2`u Ą p´pi{2,Arg0 knp0qs , where 0 is any
fixed number in rn21, n22sztη2`u. Since Arg0 knp0q Ñ 0 as n Ñ `8, we see from (4.8) that
(4.9) holds true.
4.3 Uniform in κ small-time local controllability
Let us recall the definition of regular equilibria [36]. If there exists a feasible control
ε P Fs´ such that the constant function xpsq “ η´, s P rs´,`8q, is a solution to (2.4),
(2.5), then η is an equilibrium point for (2.4), (2.5). The set of equilibrium points of (2.4),
(2.5) equals r´n2,´n1s Y rn1, n2s. The equilibrium points in the set p´n2,´n1q Y pn1, n2q
are called regular, the equilibrium points ˘n1 and ˘n2 singular.
Recall that the system (2.4), (2.5) is small-time local controllable (STLC) from η´
(STLC to η`) if η´ P Ştą0 intRr0,tqpη´, κq (resp., η` P Ştą0 intCr0,tqpη`, κq), where intE
is the interior of a set E. Since we need a version of this definition that is uniform over a
set Ω of spectral parameters κ, we quantify STLC with the use of the function
rmaxpt; η`, κq :“ suptr ě 0 : Drpη`q Ă Cr0,tqpη`, κqu,
where η` P C and Drpz0q :“ t|z´z0| ă ru. As a function of t, rmaxp¨; η`, κq is nondecreas-
ing, takes finite values for small enough t, and satisfies rmaxp0; η`, κq “ 0.
Definition 4.1. Let Ω be a subset of C. We say that (2.4), (2.5) is STLC to η P C
uniformly over Ω if there exists δ ą 0 and a strictly increasing continuous function rmaxΩ,η :
r0, δq Ñ r0,`8q such that rmaxΩ,η ptq ď rmaxpt, η, κq for all κ P Ω and t P r0, δq. The uniform
over Ω version of STL-controllability from η can be defined similarly.
Let us denote by xη´ps, ε, κq the solution to (2.4), (2.5) satisfying xps´q “ η´. Let
κ P C, η´ P C, and s` “ s´ ` t0. Then for small enough δ1 ą 0 and small enough
t0 P p0, Tminκ pη´,8qq, the map pεp¨q;κq ÞÑ xη´p¨, ε, κq from Fs´,s`ˆDδ1pκ0q toW 1,8C rs´, s`s
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is analytic in a certain neighborhood of Fs´,s`ˆDδ1pκ0q in the Banach space L8C ps´, s`qˆC
(here maxt}ε}8, |κ|u can be taken as the norm in L8C ps´, s`q ˆ C). For ε0 P Fs´,s` and
ε1 P L8C ps´, s`q, the directional derivative Bxη´ ps,ε0,κqBε pε1q “ Bζxη´ps, ε0 ` ζε1, κq is equal
to
Bxη´ps, ε0, κq
Bε pε1q “ iκ
ż s
s´
ε1prsq expˆ´2iκ ż srs xη´pσ, ε0pσq, κqdσ
˙
drs. (4.10)
According to [36], if (2.4), (2.5) is STLC to (from) η P pC, then η is a regular equilibrium
point, i.e., η P p´n2,´n1q Y pn1, n2q. In the case κ R iR, the next theorem gives a
strengthened uniform version of the converse implication.
Theorem 4.4 (uniform STLC). Let κ0 P CziR. Then (2.4), (2.5) is STLC to (from)
η P pC uniformly over Dδpκ0q with a certain δ ą 0 if and only if η P p´n2,´n1q Y pn1, n2q.
Proof. The part ‘only if’ follows from [36]. Let us put η P p´n2,´n1q Y pn1, n2q and prove
the part ‘if’. For δ0 ą 0, we define the nondecreasing function rmaxδ0 : r0,`8q Ñ r0,`8s
by rmaxδ0 ptq :“ inf |κ´κ0|ăδ0 rmaxpt, η, κq. Note that dom rmaxδ0 contains
“
0, Tminκ0 p8, ηq
˘
, where
Tminκ0 p8, ηq “ Tminκ0 p´η,8q ą 0 is the escape time from p´ηq to 8. Assume that for a
certain δ0 ą 0 and δ satisfying 0 ă δ ă δ1 :“ mint1, Tminκ0 p8, ηqu,
rmaxδ0 ptq ą 0 for all t P p0, δq. (4.11)
Then the function ρmaxΩ,η defined on r0, δq by ρmaxΩ,η ptq :“
şt
0 r
max
δ0
psqds satisfies Definition 4.1
with Ω “ Dδ0pκ0q. Hence, to prove (ii) it is enough to prove (4.11) for certain δ0, δ ą 0.
Put η´ “ ´η. Using the symmetry (S0) ô (S1), it is easy to see that if, for each
t P p0, δq,
Rr0,tqpη´q Ą Drpη´q with a certain r ą 0 (depending on t) for all κ P Dδ0pκ0q, (4.12)
then (4.11) is fulfilled, and so (2.4), (2.5) is STLC from η´ and STLC to η uniformly over
Dδ0pκ0q.
Let us prove (4.12) for κ0 R iR. Put d0 “ mint|η2 ´ n21|, |η2 ´ n22|u, and ε0psq ” η2. So
xη´ps, ε0, κq ” η´ and (4.10) takes the form
Bxη´ps, ε0, κ0q
Bε pε1q “ iκ
ż s
s´
ε1prsqe2iκ0prs´sqη´drs (4.13)
Let us take δ0, δ ą 0 such that 2δ0 ă |Reκ0| and δ|ηReκ0| ă pi{6. Let s` P ps´, s´`δq.
Then ´pi2 ă inf |κ´κ0|ďδ0
sPr0,δs
Arg0pe2iκ0sq ă sup|κ´κ0|ďδ0
sPr0,δs
Arg0pe2iκ0sq ă pi2 and it follows from
(4.13) that taking as εjp¨q, j “ 1, 2, characteristic (indicator) functions of disjoint small
enough subintervals of rs´, s`s, we can ensure that the Fre´chet derivatives Bhκp0qBζ at ζ “
pζ1; ζ2q “ 0 of the functions hκ : p´d0, d0q2 Ñ R2,
hκpζ1, ζ2q :“ xη´ps`, ε0 ` ζ1ε1 ` ζ2ε2, κq,
satisfy sup|κ´κ0|ďδ0 }pBhκp0qBζ q´1}R2ÑR2 ă `8. Since the images of p´d0, d0q2 under hκ
are subsets of the images of Fs´,s` under the mapping ε ÞÑ xη´ps`, ε, κq, one can see
(e.g., from the Graves theorem) that Rr0,s`qpη´, κq Ą Dδ2pη´q with certain δ2 ą 0 for all
κ P Dδ0pκ0q. This completes the proof of (4.11) and of the theorem.
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Remark 4.5. It can be seen from Theorem 4.3 and its proof that for η P r´n2,´n1sYrn1, n2s
and κ P C4, (2.4), (2.5) is locally controllable to η in the sense that η P intCr0,`8qpη, κq.
Thus, for η “ ˘nj , j “ 1, 2, (2.4)-(2.5) is locally controllable to η, but is not STLC to η.
Remark 4.6. Let k P C4. Then it follows from Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and [6, Chapter 4] that
the value function Vη´`p¨q :“ Tminκ p¨, η`q has the following properties: (i) domVη´`p¨q “ pC
whenever η` P rn1, n2s, (ii) if η` P p´n2,´n1qYpn1, n2q, then domVη´`p¨q is an open subset
of pC and Vη´`p¨q is continuous on domVη´` .
5 Maximum principle and rotation of modes
In the rest of the paper it is assumed that κ P C4 (see Section 2 for explanations). For the
optimal control terminology used in this section, we refer to [35].
The goal of the section is to combine the monotonicity result of Lemma 4.2 and the
properties the complex argument Arg y of an eigenfunction y of (1.2), (3.2) with the
Pontryagin Maximum Principle (PMP) in the form of [35, Section 2.8]. The rotational
properties of y are important to show that singular arcs and the chattering effect are absent,
and so minimum-time controls are of bang-bang type in the sense described below.
Let rs´, s`s be a bounded interval in R. Recall that a function εp¨q is called piecewise
constant in rs´, s`s if there exist a finite partition s´ “ b0 ă b1 ă b2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bn ă bn`1 “
s`, n P t0u Y N, such that, after a possible correction of εp¨q on a set of zero (Lebesgue)
measure,
εp¨q is constant on each interval pbj , bj`1q, 0 ď j ď n. (5.1)
For such functions, we always assume that the aforementioned correction that ensures
(5.1) has been done. A point bj , 1 ď j ď n, of the partition is called a switch point of εp¨q
if εpbj ´ 0q ‰ εpbj ` 0q.
Suppose εp¨q P Fs´,s` . Then εp¨q is said to be a bang-bang control on rs´, s`s if it
is a piecewise constant function that takes only the values n21 and n
2
2 (after a possible
correction at switch points).
When εp¨q represents a layered structure of an optical resonator, it is natural to say that
the maximal intervals of constancy pbj , bj`1q of a piecewise constant control εp¨q P Fs´,s`
are layers of width bj`1 ´ bj with the constant permittivity equal to εpsq, s P pbj , bj`1q.
Assume that εp¨q P Fs´,s` and that y is a nontrivial solution to (1.2) on rs´, s`s. If
the point p0 introduced in Lemma 4.2 exists in rs´, s`s it is called the turning point of y
[25]. Note that if yps0qy1ps0q “ 0 for a certain s0 P rs´, s`s, then s0 “ p0 “ pτ for every
τ P r0,´2 Arg0 κs (for definition of pτ , see Lemma 4.2). In particular, the set ts : ypsq “ 0u
consists of at most one point. If the point p0 does not exist in the interval rs´, s`s, we
will assign to p0 a special value outside of rs´, s`s, which will be specified later.
The special role of p0 is that the trajectory of y rotates clockwise for s ă p0, and
counterclockwise for s ą p0. More rigorously, the multifunction Arg yp¨q has a branch
Arg‹ yp¨q P W 1,8rs´, s`s that is defined and continuously differentiable on rs´, s`szts :
ypsq “ 0u and possesses the following properties: (A1) if an interval I Ă rs´, s`s does not
contain p0, then the derivatives Bs Arg‹ ypsq are nonzero and of the same sign for all s P I;
(A2) in the case p0 P rs´, s`s, we have
Bs Arg‹ ypsq ă 0 if s ă p0, Bs Arg‹ ypsq ą 0 if s ą p0; (5.2)
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(A3) if p0 P ps´, s`q and ypp0q “ 0, there exist finite limits Arg‹ ypp0 ˘ 0q satisfying
Arg‹ ypp0 ` 0q “ pi `Arg‹ ypp0 ´ 0q . (5.3)
The existence of such Arg‹ yp¨q with properties (A1), (A2) is essentially proved in [25].
Formally, [25] works with the case where η˘ P R˘ in (3.2). However the proof can be
extended without changes. It is based on the facts that Impiκxpsqq “ Bs Im ln ypsq “
Bs Arg‹ ypsq for a suitable branch of ln ypsq differentiable on Rzts : ypsq “ 0u, and that the
function |y|2 Impiκxq “ ImpyBsyq “ G0 is strictly increasing (see Lemma 4.2 for τ “ 0).
Concerning the property (A3), one sees that y1pp0q ‰ 0 in the case ypp0q “ 0 and so
Arg‹ ypp0˘0q “ ˘Arg y1pp0q pmod 2piq. This ensures that Arg‹ y can be chosen such that
(A3) holds.
From now on, we assume that, for each y, the function Arg‹ y is a certain fixed branch
of Arg y satisfying the above properties.
Theorem 5.1. Let κ P C4, η˘ P pC, and η´ ‰ η`. Let εp¨q be a minimum-time control
from the initial state xps´q “ η´ of the system (2.4)-(2.5) to the target state xps`q “ η`.
Then εp¨q is a bang-bang control on rs´, s`s, and there exist a constant λ0 P r0,`8q and
an eigenfunction y of the problem (1.2), (3.2) such that
εpsq “
"
n21, if Impy2psqq ă 0;
n22, if Impy2psqq ą 0; (5.4)
Impεpsqy2psq ` κ´2py1psqq2q “ λ0 for all s P rs´, s`s. (5.5)
Remark 5.1. If εp¨q P Fs´,s` and an eigenfunction yp¨q of (1.2), (3.2) are connected by
(5.4), then εp¨q is a bang-bang control and the set of switch points of εp¨q is exactly
ts P ps´, s`qztp0u : y2psq P Ru . Indeed, (5.2) and Bs Arg‹ y P L8ps´, s`q imply that for
each eigenfunction y of (1.2), (3.2) the set ts P ps´, s`q : Im y2psq “ 0u is finite. From the
fact that the direction of rotation of y changes at the turning point p0, one sees that p0 is
not a switch point (see Fig. 2).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 4.2, the trajectory xrrs´, s`ss intersects ipR at most
once. So we can apply PMP in the form of [35, Section 2.2] to the following two cases
with restricted state spaces: (i) xrrs´, s`ss Ă C and C is the state space for dynamics of
xp¨q, (ii) xrrs´, s`ss Ă pCzt0u and C is the state space for dynamics of rxp¨q.
We perceive C as R2 and equip it with the R-valued scalar product xλ, xyR2 “ Repλxq “
Repλxq. Let εp¨q be a minimum time control that steers optimal xp¨q from η´ to η`.
Case (i). We assume that optimal trajectory xrrs´, s`ss lies in C “ R2. The C-valued
adjoint variable λp¨q and the state variables xp¨q are considered as R2-valued functions
defined on rs´, s`s with real-valued components λ1, λ2 and x1,x2, i.e., λ “ λ1 ` iλ2,
x “ x1 ` ix2. The time-independent control Hamiltonian H equals Hpλ0, λ, x, εq “ λ0 `
xλ, fpx, εqyR2 , where λ0 ě 0.
The adjoint equation is Bsλ “ ´Bxxλ, fpx, εqyR2 , where
Bxxλ, fyR2 “ xλ, Bx1fyR2 ` ixλ, Bx2fyR2 “ xλ, Bx1fyR2 ` ixλ, iBx1fyR2
“ Repλr´2iκxsq ` i Impλr´2iκxsq “ ´2piκxqλ
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(the complex differentiability of f in x is used here, namely, Bx2f “ iBx1f). From
xrrs´, s`ss Ă C, we see that y‹ ‰ 0 everywhere for any eigenfunction y‹ of (1.2), (3.2),
and that λ1 “ 2piκxqλ “ 2λy1‹{y‹. The adjoint variable λp¨q takes the form λpsq “ y‹2 for
a certain eigenfunction y‹, and so H “ λ0 ` Repiκy2‹r´x2 ` εsq “ λ0 ` Impy2rx2 ´ εsq,
where y :“ κ1{2y‹ is another eigenfunction. Since the Hamiltonian is time-independent,
the version of PMP for minimum-time problems implies
0 “ H “ λ0 ` Impy2rx2 ´ εsq “ λ0 ´ Impκ´2py1q2 ` y2εq for all s. (5.6)
This gives (5.5). The minimum condition Imp´y2εpsqq “ minPrn21,n22s Imp´y2q gives (5.4).
Remark 5.1 implies that εp¨q is bang-bang.
Case (ii). The scheme is the same with the change in of the state variable to rx “ ´1{x.
This leads to a different adjoint variable λ “ y1‹2, where y‹ is a certain eigenfunction, but
to the same formulae at the end.
6 Extremals and quarter-wave stacks
We say that a nondegenerate interval rrs´, rs`s is stationary for x if xpsq “ c for all s P
rrs´, rs`s and a certain constant c.
Let an eigenfunction y of (1.2)-(3.2), a constant λ0 P r0,`8q, and functions ε P
Fs´,s` and x satisfy (5.4), (5.5), and (2.4)-(2.5). Then yp¨q, xp¨q, and εp¨q are called a y-
extremal, an x-extremal (see Fig. 2), and an extremal control (ε-extremal), resp., associated
with the extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq (our terminology is adapted to the needs of resonance
optimization and differs slightly from the standard terminology of extremal lifts [7, 35]).
If, additionally, λ0 ą 0 (λ0 “ 0), these extremals are called normal (resp., abnormal).
Let px, ε, λ0, yq be an extremal tuple on rs´, s`s. Then, by Remark 5.1 and (5.4), ε is
a bang-bang control on rs´, s`s and y is a nontrivial solution to the autonomous equation
´y2psq “ κ2ypsq Epyqpsq, where Epyqp¨q :“ n21 ` pn22 ´ n21qχC` py2p¨qq (6.1)
and χC` p¨q is the characteristic function of C`. Besides, εp¨q “ Epyqp¨q on rs´, s`s. A
function y PW 2,8C,locpRq is called a solution to (6.1) if (6.1) is satisfied for a.a. s P ps´, s`q.
A solution y is called trivial if y “ 0 a.e. on ps´, s`q.
Any nontrivial solution y to equation (6.1) on rs´, s`s can be extended from this inter-
val to whole R in a unique way (see the existence and uniqueness theorem in [25]). Then
it is easy to see from (6.1) that Impεpsqy2psq`κ´2py1psqq2q is a constant independent of s.
Let us denote this constant by rλ0 and define xp¨q by xpsq “ y1psq{piκypsqq. If rλ0 ě 0, the
extended to the whole R solution y (the corresponding extended tuple pxp¨q, Epyqp¨q, rλ0, yq)
will be called an extended y-extremal (resp., extended extremal tuple).
By Theorem 5.1 and (3.3), every minimum time control is a restriction of an extended
extremal control on a finite interval rs´, s`s containing no stationary subintervals. This
statement explains the logic of definitions and studies of this section.
In the rest of the section we assume (if it is not explicitly stated otherwise) that y is
an extended y-extremal, px, ε, λ0, y2q is the associated extended extremal tuple, and tbju
is the set of switch points of εp¨q indexed by the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.1. Let εp¨q be an extended extremal control. Then the set of switch point of ε
has a form of strictly increasing sequence tbju`8j“´8 satisfying limjÑ˘8 bj “ ˘8.
Proof. Let us show that for arbitrary s0 P R, there exists a switch point of ε in ps0,`8q.
Indeed, assume that there are no switch points in ps0,`8q and εpsq “  for s ą s0 with
a constant  P tn21, n22u. Then, for s ą s0, one one hand, we have y2rps0,`8qsq X R “ ∅,
and, on the other hand (4.4) holds with |c´|`|c`| ‰ 0. This easily lead to a contradiction.
By Remark 5.1, there exists at most finite number of switch points in each finite
interval. The symmetry (S0)ô(S1) completes the proof.
Remark 6.1. The special role of the no-return line L0 and the extended half-planes Hp
˘
0 of
Remark 4.1 is that xpsq P L0 if and only if s is the turning point p0 of y (see Fig. 2). If the
trajectory xrRs does not intersect L0, then either xrRs Ă int Hp´0 and we put p0 “ `8,
or xrRs Ă int Hp`0 and we put p0 “ ´8.
Remark 6.2. Let p0 P R. Then we can introduce an additional enumeration for switch
points denoting by rbj , j P N (j P ´N), all switch points greater than p0 (resp., all switch
points less than p0) in increasing order. We put rb0 :“ p0, but recall that p0 is not a switch
point due to (5.2) and (5.4) (see Fig. 2).
Remark 6.3. If rrs´, rs`s is a maximal stationary interval for xp¨q, then it has the form
rbj , bj`1s for a certain j and, in the interval prs´, rs`q, either εp¨q ” n21 ” x2p¨q, or εp¨q ”
n22 ” x2p¨q. Stationary intervals cannot be discarded as pathologies irrelevant to resonance
optimization problems. Their role is shown in Theorems 9.3, 9.4 and can bee seen in the
existence of the straight segment of PoddDr in Fig. 1 (b).
6.1 Iterative calculation of switch points
For all s P R, let us define the pC-valued function
ϑpsq “ Ipε´1{2psqxpsqq (recall that Ipzq :“ p1´ zq{p1` zq), (6.2)
which we call the ilog-phase for the control εp¨q. Let us take an arbitrary layer I “ pbj , bj`1q
(i.e., a maximal interval of constancy of εp¨q). Then, in I, the function ϑp¨q is continuous
and equals to ϑp¨q of (4.3) with  :“ εpbj ` 0q. In I, the representations (4.4) and (4.5)
with κ :“ 1{2κ give
ϑpsq “ ϑprsqe´2iκps´rsq, s, rs P I,
which have to be understood as ϑpsq ” 8 on I if ϑprsq “ 8. Note that I is an interval of
constancy for x exactly when c` “ 0, or c´ “ 0 in (4.4). Hence, in the case when I is not
an interval of constancy, (4.6) and (4.7) holds in I.
Lemma 6.2. Assume that I “ pbj , bj`1q is not a stationary interval for εp¨q. Let  “
εpbj ` 0q and κ “ 1{2κ. Let a function Φp¨q P Crbj ,`8q satisfy
Φpsq “ ϑ1{2pbj ` 0qe´iκps´bjq. (6.3)
Denote by t`pζq the minimal s P pbj ,`8q so that
Φpsq P J t´1urζR`s, where J t´1urζR`s :“ tz P C : J pzq “ ζc for a certain c P R`u
if such s exists, otherwise put t`pζq “ `8.
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(i) Let p0 R I and ¯Bs Arg‹ ypsq ą 0 on I. Then bj`1 “ t`p¯iJ pΦpbjqqq.
(ii) Let p0 P I “ rbj , bj`1s and xpp0q ‰ 8. Then bj`1 “ t`pJ pΦpbjqqq.
(iii) Let p0 P I and xpp0q “ 8. Then bj`1 “ t`p´J pΦpbjqqq.
Proof. By the definition of Φp¨q and (4.5),
ϑpsq “ Φ2psq for s P I. (6.4)
It follows from (4.6) that, for a certain constant rA ‰ 0, one has ypsq “ rAJ pΦpsqq, s P I.
Since bj is a switch point, y
2pbjq P Rzt0u. The switch point bj`1 is the smallest time point
after the time point bj when the trajectory of y
2 again reaches Rzt0u.
In the case of statement (i), the rotation of y around 0 goes in one direction. So Arg‹ y
changes on pi{2 when s passes from bj to bj`1. This and ypsq “ rAJ pΦpsqq, s P I, give the
desired statement. In the case (ii), ypsq rotates in one direction till s “ p0, then rotate
back (see (5.2)) and Arg‹ y reaches at s “ bj`1 the value of Arg‹ ypbjq. So yp¨q “ rAJ pΦp¨qq
gives statement (ii). In the case (iii), ypsq passes through 0 “ ypp0q changing the direction
of rotation and, due to (5.3), Arg‹ ypsq reaches at s “ bj`1 the value pi{2`Arg‹ ypsq. Due
to yp¨q “ rAJ pΦp¨qq, this translates to (iii)
The condition p0 P I can be checked with the use of the following fact: the no-return
lines Lτ (with τ P r0,´2 Arg0 κ]) are mapped by Ip¨q onto
IrLτ s “ TRτ pZτ q, (6.5)
where Zτ “ pκ2`eippi´2τqpκ2´eippi´2τq , Rτ “ 2|pκ2´eippi´2τq| , and pκ “ κ{|κ|. In particular, due to (6.2),
¯Bs Arg‹ ypsq ą 0 if and only if ˘|ϑps˘ 0q ´ Z0| ¯R0 ą 0; (6.6)
x P iC˘ if and only if ˘|ϑps˘ 0q| ¯ 1 ą 0. (6.7)
6.2 Abnormal extremals and quarter wave layers
Proposition 6.3. Let px, ε, λ0, yq be an extended extremal tuple.
(i) Let λ0 “ 0 (i.e., the extremal tuple is abnormal). Then s is a switch point of εp¨q if and
only if x2psq P Rzt0u and s is not an interior point of a stationary interval for xp¨q.
(ii) Let x2pbjq P R for at least one switch point bj, then λ0 “ 0.
Proof. (i) From (5.6) and λ0 “ 0, we get the equality Impy2rx2 ´ εsq ” 0.
Consider a switch point bj . By Remark 5.1, bj is not the turning point p0 of y,
y2pbjq P Rzt0u, and xpbjq R t0,8u. From this and Impy2rx2 ´ εsq ” 0 we see that
x2pbjq P Rzt0u. Remark 6.3 completes the proof of the ‘only if’ part of (i).
Assume now that x2psq P Rzt0u and s is not an interior point of a stationary interval for
xp¨q. Then either x2ps´0q ‰ εps´0q, or x2ps`0q ‰ εps`0q. Plugging the corresponding
inequality into Impy2rx2 ´ εsq ” 0, we see that Im y2psq “ 0, and so s is a switch point
due to Remark 5.1 and the fact that s ‰ p0 (the latter follows from Remark 6.1).
(ii) It follows from (5.6), that λ0 “ ´ Impy2pbjqrx2pbjq ´ εpbj ˘ 0qsq. Since y2pbjq and
x2pbjq are real, one gets λ0 “ 0.
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Proposition 6.4. Let px, ε, 0, yq be an extended abnormal extremal tuple.
(i) The intersection of the trajectory xrRs with the interval rn1, n2s (with r´n2,´n1s) con-
sists of at most one point x` (resp., x´). Assume that the point x` does exist. Then one
of the following three cases takes place:
(i.a) In the case x` P pn1, n2q, there exists a unique s P R such that xpsq “ x`. This s
equals to a certain switch point bj, j P Z; moreover, Imx1pbj ´ 0q and Imx1pbj ` 0q
are nonzero and of opposite sign. If ¯ Imx1pbj ´ 0q ą 0 and ˘ Imx1pbj ` 0q ą 0,
then εpbj ¯ 0q “ n21 and εpbj ˘ 0q “ n22.
(i.b) In the case x` “ n1 (in the case x` “ n2), the set ts P R : xpsq “ x`u consists of
one stationary interval of the form rbj , bj`1s, and εpbj ´ 0q “ εpbj`1 ` 0q ‰ x2`.
(ii) If xpbmq P pn1,`8q and εpbm ` 0q “ n21 (for a certain m P Z), then xpbm`1q P p0, n1q
(and εpbm`1 ` 0q “ n22).
(iii) If xpbmq P p0, n2q and εpbm`0q “ n22, then xpbm`1q P pn2,`8q (and εpbm`1`0q “ n21).
Remark 6.4. One can formulate an analogue of statement (i.a)-(i.b) for the point x´ using,
e.g., the time reversal symmetry (S0) ô (S1).
Proof of Proposition 6.4. Statements (ii)-(iii) follow from Remark 4.1 about the lines Lτ
of no-return and the sign of the value of the bracket p´x2`εq in x1 “ iκp´x2`εq for x P R.
Statement (i) is a consequence of (ii)-(iii) as it is explained in the following remark.
Remark 6.5. It follows from statements (ii)-(iii) of Proposition 6.4 that in the cases (1)
xpbmq P pn2,`8q, εpbm ` 0q “ n21 and (2) xpbmq P p0, n1q, εpbm ` 0q “ n22, we get for bm`1
the cases (2) and (1), respectively. So the alternation of the cases (1) and (2) is stable in
the sense that, provided it has been started once, it continues infinitely. Now note that if
for a certain j we get xpbjq P pn1, n2q, then for bj`1 we are in the case (2) or in the case (1)
depending on value of εpbj ` 0q. This implies pi.aq of Proposition 6.4. The modification
of this argument for the case when the trajectory of x gets into one of stationary points
n1, n2 is straightforward.
When the values xpbjq and xpbj`1q of an abnormal x-extremal in two consecutive switch
points are real, the relation between them and the corresponding length bj`1 ´ bj of the
layer is given by the next theorem.
With a matrix M “ pajmq2j,m“1 belonging to GL2pCq “ tM P C2ˆ2 : detM ‰ 0u,
one can associate the Mo¨bius transformation fM : z ÞÑ a11z`a12a21z`a22 . The map M ÞÑ fM is a
group homomorphism. Since fcM “ fM for c P Czt0u, every Mo¨bius transformation can
be represented as fM1 with M1 P SL2pCq :“ tM P C2ˆ2 : detM “ 1u.
Theorem 6.5. Let px, ε, 0, yq be an extended abnormal extremal tuple. Let  “ εpbj ` 0q
be the value of εp¨q in the layer I “ pbj , bj`1q. Let q :“ ´ ImκReκ and q1 :“ Ip´e´qpiq (note
that q1 “ 1`e´qpi1´e´qpi ą 1).
(i) Assume that xr I s :“ txpsq : s P rbj , bj`1su does not intersect ipR. Then
bj`1 ´ bj “ pi
21{2 Reκ
(quarter-wave layer) (6.8)
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i.e., the layer width is 1/4 of the wavelength in the material of the layer. Moreover,
xpbj`1q “ fMpqpxpbjqq, where Mpq :“
ˆ
1 1{2q1
´1{2q1 1
˙
.
(ii) Assume that xps0q P t0,8u for a certain s0 P rbj , bj`1s. Then s0 “ pbj ` bj`1q{2 and
bj`1 ´ bj “ pi
1{2 Reκ
(half-wave layer); (6.9)
besides, ´xpbjq “ xpbj`1q P p0, 1{2q in the case xps0q “ 8; (6.10)
´xpbjq “ xpbj`1q P p1{2,`8q in the case xps0q “ 0. (6.11)
Proof. (i) First, note that the combination of (6.8) with (4.5) gives Ip´1{2xpbj`1qq “
´e´qpiIp´1{2xpbjqq, and, in turn, xpbj`1q “ fMpqpxpbjqq. Let us prove (6.8).
Assume that I is not a stationary interval for x. Then xpbjq R t˘1{2u. Since xrI¯sXipR “
∅, it is easy to see from Remark 4.1 and Proposition 6.3 that p0 R I. So Lemma 6.2 (i)
is applicable. The case ¯Bs Arg‹ ypsq ą 0 on I is equivalent to txpbjq, xpbj`1qu Ă R¯, and
so, due to (6.7), is equivalent to tpϑpbj ` 0qq¯1, pϑpbj`1 ´ 0qq¯1u P p´1, 1qzt0u.
To be specific, consider the case when Bs Arg‹ ypbj`1q ă 0 and ϑpbj ` 0q P p´8,´1q.
Then we know that ϑpbj`1 ´ 0q P Rzr´1, 1s, Φpbjq P ip1,`8q, and Φpbj`1q P R Y iRzD,
where Φpsq :“ ϑ1{2pbj ` 0qe´iκps´bjq is from Lemma 6.2. Since J pΦpbjqq P iR`, applying
Lemma 6.2 (i), we see from the well-known properties of the Kutta-Zhukovskii transform
that J t´1ur´iJ pΦpbjqqR`s “ J t´1urR`s “ R` Y pT X iC´q. Since |Φpbj`1q| ą 1 and
bj`1 is the first point where the trajectory of Φ crosses R` Y pT X iC´q, we see that
Φpbj`1q P p1,`8q. Thus, the definition of Φp¨q implies (6.8). The case Bs Arg‹ ypbj`1q ă 0,
ϑpbj ` 0q P p1,`8q, and the cases when Bs Arg‹ ypbjq ą 0 can be considered similarly.
Assume now that I is a stationary interval for x. Then (4.4) holds on I with c´ “ 0,
or c` “ 0. Thus, (6.8) follows from (5.4).
(ii) It follows from xps0q P t0,8u that εp¨q is symmetric w.r.t. s0, s0 “ p0 “ pbj `
bj`1q{2, and xpbjq “ ´xpbj`1q P R´. In particular, either the case (ii), or the case (iii) of
Lemma 6.2 is applicable.
Consider the case xpp0q “ 8 and xpbjq P p´1{2, 0q. Then ϑpp0q “ ´1 and
ϑpbj ` 0q “ pϑpbj`1 ´ 0qq´1 P p1,`8q. (6.12)
So Φpbjq and J pΦpbjqq are in p1,`8q. From Lemma 6.2 (iii), we see that bj`1 is the
smallest point in pbj ,`8q, where the trajectory of Φp¨q reaches the set
J t´1ur´J pΦpbjqqR`s “ J t´1urR´s “ R´ Y pTX iC`q.
By (6.4) and (6.12), ϑpbj`1 ´ 0q “ Φ2pbj`1q P p0, 1q. So Φpbj`1q P p´1, 0q. Thus, the
definition of Φ implies (6.9).
Let us show that in the case xpp0q “ 8, the inclusion xpbjq P p´8,´1{2s is impossible.
If xpbjq “ ´1{2, this is obvious since I is stationary interval and p0 R I. Suppose
xpbjq P p´8,´1{2q. Then (2.5) implies rx1pbjq P C`, rx1pp0q “ 0, and rx1pp0q P C`. So there
exists s P pbj , p0q so that xpsq P R´. Since there are no switch points between bj and bj`1,
we get a contradiction with Proposition 6.3.
The case xps0q “ 0 can be treated similarly.
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Denote
ηj :“ ε1{2pbj ` 0q, rj`1 :“ ηj{ηj`1, and r “ n2{n1.
Lemma 6.6. The transform fMpη2j`1qMpη2j q has exactly two fixed points equal to xr˘j`1,
where xr˘ “ pn1n2q
1{2
2
”
q1pr´1{2 ´ r1{2q ˘
`
q21pr´1{2 ´ r1{2q2 ` 4
˘1{2ı P R˘ (for the notation
see Theorem 6.5 and the preceding paragraph). Besides, fMpη2j`1qMpη2j q “ fMrj`1 , where
Mrj`1 “ S´1rj`1
ˆ
λ 0
0 1{λ
˙
Srj`1, λ “ J t´1u1
´
q21J prq`1
q21´1
¯
ą 1, and Sr :“
ˆ
1 ´xr´
1 ´xr`
˙
. (In
particular, the transform fMpη2j`1qMpη2j q is of hyperbolic type with the repulsive fixed point
xr´j`1 and the attractive fixed point xr`j`1, for the classification see, e.g. [30].)
Proof. The determinant of the matrix
Mpη2j`1qMpη2j q “
ˆ
1` q21r´1j`1 q1pηj ` ηj`1q
q1pη´1j ` η´1j`1q 1` q21rj`1
˙
.
equals pq21 ´ 1q. Then fMpη2j`1qMpη2j q “ fM, whereM :“ 1q21´1Mpη
2
j`1qMpη2j q and detM “
1. So the matrix M has two eigenvalues λ˘1 with λ ‰ 0 and its trace is equal to
2J pλq “ 2` q
2
1pηj`1{ηj ` ηj{ηj`1q
q21 ´ 1
“ 2` q
2
1pr` r´1q
q21 ´ 1
ą 2.
One can assume that λ P p1,`8q and
λ “ J t´1u1
ˆ
q21J prq ` 1
q21 ´ 1
˙
“ q
2
1J prq ` 1
q21 ´ 1
`
d
pq21J prq ` 1q2
pq21 ´ 1q2
´ 1
The reduction of Mrj`1 to a diagonal form can be obtained by standard calculations.
Corollary 6.7. Let px, ε, 0, yq be an extended abnormal extremal tuple.
(i) If xpbjq P R˘, then fSrj`1 pxpbj˘2mq “ λ˘2mfSrj`1 pxpbjqq for m P N.
(ii) If rb0 “ p0 P R and xprb0q P t0,8u, then fSr1 pxprb2mqq “ λ2mfSr1 pxprb0qq for m P N.
(iii) limmÑ˘8 xpbj`2mq “ xr˘j`1.
(Here the notations of Lemma 6.6 and Remark 6.2 are used.)
Proof. The corollary follows from Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.5.
Example 6.8 (periodic x-extremal). (i) Consider the extended extremal tuple px, ε, 0, yq
such that xpbiq “ xr` and εpbi ` 0q “ n22 for a certain switch point bi. Without loss of
generality we can choose the enumeration of tbjujPZ so that i “ 0. Then Lemma 6.6 and
Corollary 6.7 imply that px, ε, 0, yq has the following properties: (a) x and ε are periodic
with the period
pipn´11 `n´12 q
2 Reκ (which equals to the sum of the quarter wave length in the
media n21 and n
2
2), in particular, xpb2jq “ xpb0q and xpb2j`1q “ xpb1q for all j P Z; (b)
xr` P p0, n1q and x`1{r “ xpb1q P pn2,`8q.
(ii) Applying to the extremal (i) the time-reversal symmetry (S0) ô (S1), one can
reflect the curve described in (i) w.r.t. 0.
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6.3 Normal extremals
If px, ε, λ0, yq is a normal extremal tuple, then without loss of generality we assume that
λ0 “ 1. Indeed, since λ0 ą 0, one can divide (5.5) on λ0 and replace y by y{λ1{20 .
The no-return line L0 (which contains all possible states xpp0q at turning points s “ p0),
and the two axes pR and ipR split pC into sectors Secj , j “ 1, . . . , 6, which we number in the
following way: Sec1 “ C1, Sec2 “ Secppi{2, pi{2 ´ Arg0 κq, Sec3 :“ ppi{2 ´ Arg0 κ, piq,
Sec4 “ C3, Sec5 “ Secp3pi{2, 3pi{2´Arg0 κq, Sec6 :“ p3pi{2´Arg0 κ, 2piq (this splitting
is shown in Fig. 2 and is connected with notions of ordinary and non-ordinary points [7]).
Theorem 6.9. Let px, ε, 1, yq be an extended normal extremal tuple,  “ εpbj ` 0q be the
value of εp¨q in the layer I “ pbj , bj`1q. Assume xrIs Ă Sec6 Y Sec1 Y Sec3 Y Sec4. Then:
(i) If xpbjq P C`, then xpbj`1q P C´ and bj`1 ´ bj ă pi21{2 Reκ .
(ii) If xpbjq P C´, then xpbj`1q P C` and pi21{2 Reκ ă bj`1 ´ bj ă pi1{2 Reκ .
Proof. Let us consider the case when xrI¯s Ă ie´i Arg κC` X iC` and xpbjq P C`.
Since IrC`s “ C´, xpbjq P C` yields ϑpbj ` 0q P C´ and Φpbjq P C4. Further, on
one hand, (6.7) yields Φpbjq P C4zD and Φpbj ` 1q R D. On the other hand, (6.5) and
(6.6) imply that the case Bs Arg‹ ypsq ă 0 of Lemma 6.2 (i) is applicable to I. So bj`1 “
t`p´iJ pΦpbjqqq is the minimal s ą bj at which Φpsq intersects J t´1u1 r´iJ pΦpbjqqR`s (we
use here Φpbj ` 1q R D). Thus, on one hand, Arg0 J pΦpbjqq´Arg0 J pΦpbj`1qq “ pi{2, and
on the other hand, the squeezing properties of J p¨q imply that
Arg0 Φpbjq ă Arg0 J pΦpbjqq ă 0 and Arg0 J pΦpbj`1qq ă Arg0pΦpbj`1qq ă ´pi{2.
Combining these inequalities we get Arg0 Φpbjq ` pi{2 ă Arg0 Φpbjq ´Arg0 Φpbj`1q ă pi{2
and, applying the properties of Φ from Lemma 6.2,
pi{2` 1
2
Arg0 ϑpbj ` 0q ă pbj`1 ´ bjq1{2 Reκ ă pi{2.
This gives bj`1´ bj ă pi21{2 Reκ . As a by-product, we get ϑpbj`1´0q P C` from Φpbjq P C3
and the connection (6.3), (4.5) between Φ and ϑ. Thus, xpbj`1q P C´.
The case when xr I s Ă ie´i Arg κC` X iC` and xpbjq P C´ can be considered similarly.
The cases when xr I s Ă ie´i Arg κC´ X iC´ can be obtained, e.g., by the time reversal
symmetry (S0) ô (S1).
Theorem 6.10. Let px, ε, 1, yq be an extended normal extremal tuple. Then:
(i) If xpbjq P Sec1 Y Sec3 Y Sec5, then εpbj ´ 0q “ n22 and εpbj ` 0q “ n21.
(ii) If xpbjq P Sec2 Y Sec4 Y Sec6, then εpbj ´ 0q “ n21 and εpbj ` 0q “ n22.
Proof. By (5.4) and (5.2), y2pbjq P Rzt0u. By (5.6), we have ´1 “ Impy2pbjqrx2pbjq ´
εpbj ˘ 0qsq “ y2pbjq Impx2pbjqq. Thus, Impx2pbjqq “ ´1{y2pbjq. Combining this equality
with the direction (5.2) of rotation of y one gets the desired statements.
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7 Elements of extremal synthesis
Let κ P C4. This section considers the question of classification of all possible x-extremals
on an interval rs´, s`s that satisfy the following properties
xps´q P r´n2,´n1s, xps`q P rn1, n2s, and
there are no stationary subintervals in rs´, s`s. (7.1)
The description of various cases given below will be essentially used in subsequent sections.
In particular, we will exclude these cases one by one to obtain an explicit example of
optimizer in Theorem 8.4 and to prove analytically the jump in the Pareto frontier Poddmod
(see Fig. 1). We do not know if all of the cases described below take place (this is not
important for our needs).
Let us consider a corresponding extended extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq on R (note that
such extension is not necessarily unique and that sometimes abnormal and normal ex-
tensions are possible simultaneously). We will say that this extended extremal tuple
is symmetric w.r.t. p0 if xpp0q P t0,8u (in this case, xps ´ p0q “ ´xp´s ` p0q and
εps ´ p0q “ εp´s ` p0q). Note that (7.1) implies p0 P ps´, s`q, but in this section
scentr :“ ps´`s`q{2 does not necessarily coincides with p0 because the case xps´q ‰ xps`q
is allowed.
We consider the partition of rs´, s`s by the points belonging to the two classes: switch
points and the points s where the trajectory xrrs´, s`ss crosses the set pRY ipRYL0. Each
open interval I of this partition is encoded by a sign ‘´’ or ‘`’ depending on the constant
value of the control εp¨q in this interval; the sign ‘´’ corresponds to 1 “ n21, ‘`’ to 2 “ n22.
Above these signs we write the index j of one of the sectors Secj , j “ 1, . . . , 6 (see Section
6.3), where the trajectory of xpsq evolves for s P I. The points where the trajectory of
x crosses pR Y ipR Y L0 are of special importance. Therefore, for every such intersection
we write as the lower index the subset of the corresponding extended line (pR, ipR, or L0)
where the intersection takes place. If some pattern in the description repeats m P t0uYN
times in row, we put it in the square brackets with the upper index m, i.e., ¨ ¨ ¨ r¨ ¨ ¨ sm ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Example 7.1. The notation
p´n2,´n1s
3`t8u 6`rn1,n2q (7.2)
means that the exremal trajectory of x starts at a point xps´q P p´n2,´n1s, the trajectory
goes from xps´q to the sector Sec3, the first and the only layer of εp¨q is of permittivity
n22, the trajectory passes through 8 at s “ p0 “ scentr “ ps´ ` s`q{2 in the middle of
this layer, goes to the sector Sec6, and ends at xps`q P rn1, n2q. In this particular case, it
follows from p0 “ scentr and the symmetry w.r.t. p0 that xps´q “ ´xps`q.
Another illustration of the above notation is given by Fig. 2, which shows an x-extremal
with structure (7.9) and m1 “ m2 “ 0.
Let px, ε, λ0, yq be an extended extremal tuple such that (7.1) holds. Then the structure
of px, ε, λ0, yq in the interval rs´, s`s belongs to one of the classes described by the following
statements:
(E1) If px, ε, λ0, yq is abnormal and symmetric w.r.t. p0, then
it has on rs`, s´s either the structure (7.2),
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or one of the following structures with a certain number m P N of repetitions:
r´n2,´n1q
4´t0u 1´pn1,n2s; (7.3)
p´n2,´n1s
3`
«
p´8,´n2q
4´p´n1,0q
3`
ffm
t8u
«
6`p0,n1q
1´pn2,`8q
ffm
6`rn1,n2q; (7.4)
r´n2,´n1q
4´
«
p´n1,0q
3`p´8,´n2q
4´
ffm
t0u
«
1´pn2,`8q
6`p0,n1q
ffm
1´pn1,n2s. (7.5)
(E2) If px, ε, λ0, y2q is normal and symmetric w.r.t. p0, then it has on rs`, s´s one of the
following structures with certain numbers m1,m2 P t0u Y N of repetitions:
p´n2,´n1s
3`
«
3´p´8,´n1q
4´ 4`p´n2,0q
3`
ffm1 3´t8u 6´
«
6`p0,n2q
1` 1´pn1,`8q
6´
ffm2 6`rn1,n2q; (7.6)
p´n2,´n1s
3` 3´p´8,´n1q
4´
«
4`p´n2,0q
3` 3´p´8,´n1q
4´
ffm1 4`t0u
1`
«
1´pn1,`8q
6´ 6`p0,n2q
1`
ffm2 1´pn1,`8q 6´ 6`rn1,n2q; (7.7)
r´n2,´n1q
4´ 4`p´n2,0q
3`
«
3´p´8,´n1q
4´ 4`p´n2,0q
3`
ffm1 3´t8u
6´
„
6`p0,n2q
1` 1´pn1,`8q
6´
m2 6`p0,n2q 1` 6´pn1,n2s; (7.8)
r´n2,´n1q
4´
«
4`p´n2,0q
3` 3´p´8,´n1q
4´
ffm1 4`t0u 1`
«
1´pn1,`8q
6´ 6`p0,n2q
1`
ffm2 1´pn1,n2s; (7.9)
p´n2,´n1s
3`
«
3´p´8,´n1q
4´ 4`p´n2,0q
3`
ffm1
t8u
«
6`p0,n2q
1` 1´pn1,`8q
6´
ffm2 6`rn1,n2q; (7.10)
r´n2,´n1q
4´ 4`p´n2,0q
3`
«
3´p´8,´n1q
4´ 4`p´n2,0q
3`
ffm1
t8u«
6`p0,n2q
1` 1´pn1,`8q
6´
ffm2 6`p0,n2q 1` 6´pn1,n2s; (7.11)
(E3) If px, ε, λ0, y¯2q is abnormal and is not symmetric w.r.t. p0, then, on rs`, s´s, it has
in the case xpp0q P C` X L0 one of the following structures
p´n2,´n1s
«
3`p´8,´n2q
4´p´n1,0q
ffm1 3`L0 2`iR`
«
1´pn2,`8q
6`p0,n1q
ffm2 1´pn1,n2s; (7.12)
p´n2,´n1s
«
3`p´8,´n2q
4´p´n1,0q
ffm1 3`L0 2`iR`
«
1´pn2,`8q
6`p0,n1q
ffm2 1´pn2,`8q 6`rn1,n2q; (7.13)
r´n2,´n1q
«
4´p´n1,0q
3`p´8,´n2q
ffm1 4´p´n1,0q 3`L0 2`iR`
«
1´pn2,`8q
6`p0,n1q
ffm2 1´pn1,n2s; (7.14)
r´n2,´n1q
«
4´p´n1,0q
3`p´8,´n2q
ffm1 4´p´n1,0q 3`L0 2`iR`
«
1´pn2,`8q
6`p0,n1q
ffm2 1´pn2,`8q 6`rn1,n2q; (7.15)
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and in the case when xpp0q P C´ X L0 one of the following structures
p´n2,´n1s
«
3`p´8,´n2q
4´p´n1,0q
ffm1 3`p´8,´n2q 4´iR´ 5`L0
«
6`p0,n1q
1´pn2,`8q
ffm2 6`rn1,n2q; (7.16)
p´n2,´n1s
«
3`p´8,´n2q
4´p´n1,0q
ffm1 3`p´8,´n2q 4´iR´ 5`L0
«
6`p0,n1q
1´pn2,`8q
ffm2 6`p0,n1q 1´pn1,n2s; (7.17)
r´n2,´n1q
«
4´p´n1,0q
3`p´8,´n2q
ffm1 4´iR´ 5`L0
«
6`p0,n1q
1´pn2,`8q
ffm2 6`rn1,n2q; (7.18)
r´n2,´n1q
«
4´p´n1,0q
3`p´8,´n2q
ffm1 4´iR´ 5`L0
«
6`p0,n1q
1´pn2,`8q
ffm2 6`p0,n1q 1´pn1,n2s, (7.19)
with certain numbers m1,m2 P t0u Y N of repetitions.
(E4) If the extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq is normal, is not symmetric w.r.t. p0, and xpp0q P
C` X L0, then it passes the no-return lines L0 and ipR in one of the two following ways:
...
3` 3´L0
2´ 2`iR`
1` 1´... and ... 3`L0
2`iR`
1` 1´... (7.20)
If the extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq is normal, is not symmetric w.r.t. p0, and xpp0q P C´XL0,
then it passes the no-return lines L0 and ipR in one the two following ways:
...
4´ 4`iR´
5` 5´L0
6´ 6`... and ... 4´ 4`iR´
5`L0
6`... (7.21)
All the possible structures of the extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq on rs´, s`s in the case when
it is normal and is not symmetric w.r.t. p0 can be obtained by concatenation of the 4
sequences in (7.20), (7.21) with the beginning and ending sequences of various structures
from (7.6)-(7.9) according to the rules described in Theorems 6.9 and 6.10.
The proof of (E1)-(E4) can be obtained from Lemma 6.2, Theorems 6.5, 6.9, 6.10,
and Propositions 6.3, 6.4 taking into account the values of the vector fields fpx, n21q and
fpx, n22q at the points x P RY iR, and the equality rfp0, n21q “ rfp0, n22q “ ´iκ.
Remark 7.1. A special clarification is needed for the sequence
...p´8,´n1q
4´ 4`p´n2,0q
3`t8u 6`p0,n2q
1` 1´pn1,`8q...
in the structures (7.10) and (7.11). When a normal x-extremal passes through8 “ p0 “ rb0
(we use the notation of Remark 6.2), the values of xprb´1q and xprb1q at the preceding and
the succeeding switch points do not necessarily belong to Sec3 and Sec6, resp.; these values
may also be in Sec4 and Sec1, respectively. The reason is that ypp0q “ 0, and so Arg‹ ypp0q
does not exist. So the bounds on the positions of switch points rb˘1 are determined not
by Arg‹ ypp0q, as in the case xpp0q “ 0, but by the limits Arg‹ ypp0 ˘ 0q (see (5.3) and
Lemma 6.2(iii)).
8 Symmetric case: corollaries and an example
Each optimizer εp¨q of one of symmetric problems (2.2), (2.3) is an ε-component of an
extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq on an interval rs´, s`s satisfying the following properties:
εp¨q P Fsym, s` “ ´s´ “ ˘sε˘ ą 0, and xps˘q “ ˘n8. (8.1)
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Throughout this section, we assume that (8.1) is valid for an extremal on rs´, s`s tuple
px, ε, λ0, yq and summarize some of consequences of the above analysis for such extremals
and so for optimizers of (2.2) and (2.3).
First, note that p0 “ scentr “ 0 is not a switch point of ε. Moreover, either xp0q “ 0,
or xp0q “ 8. Let trbjuj‰0jPZ “ tbjujPZ be the set of switch point of the extended extremal
tuple associated with px, ε, λ0, yq (we assume that the enumeration of Remark 6.2 is used
for trbjuj‰0jPZ ).
The control εp¨q on the interval ps´, s`q defines a layered resonator, which is symmetric
w.r.t. 0. Three special types of layers can be naturally considered in this resonator (cf.
[33]): the central layer and two edge layers (for a formalization of the notion of a layer,
see Section 5). They can be defined in the following way.
By definition, the central layer Icentr of the resonator εp¨q (on ps´, s`q) equals prb´1,rb1q
in the case rb˘1 P rs´, s`s, and equals ps´, s`q in the case rb1 ě s`. Note that p0 “ 0 P
Icentr. The right (left) edge layer I` (resp., I´) of the symmetric resonator εp¨q is a largest
subinterval I of ps´, s`q that satisfies the following properties: I ‰ Icentr, I has the form
ps, s`q (resp., the form ps´, sq), and I does not contain switch points (see Fig. 2 (b)). If
a layers I of εp¨q in ps´, s`q is not an edge layer and is not a central layer, we say that I
is an ordinary layer.
By |I| we denote the length of an interval I. The constant value of εp¨q in Icentr is
denoted by centr, the constant value of εp¨q in the layers I´ and I` coincide and is denoted
by edge. Note that the edge layers I
˘ do not exist exactly when Icentr “ ps´, s`q.
Corollary 8.1. Assume (8.1), κ P C4, and Icentr “ ps´, s`q. Then:
(i) There exists a complex constant c ‰ 0 such that px, ε, 0, cyq is an abnormal extremal
tuple satisfying (8.1).
(ii) |Icentr|{2 “ s` “ ´s´ “ pi
2
1{2
centr Reκ
(i.e., |Icentr| is equal to half-wave).
(iii) If xp0q “ 8 (xp0q “ 0), then centr “ n22 ‰ n28 (resp., centr “ n21 ‰ n28).
Proof. Since there are no switch points in ps´, s`q, one can easily replace the p´n8; n8q-
eigenfunction y by another eigenfunction y1 “ cy such that y21ps˘q P R and y21psq R R
for all s P ps´, s`q. Then px, ε, 0, y1q is an abnormal extremal tuple on rs´, s`s and (ii)
follows from Theorem 6.5. Statement (iii) follows from statement (E1) of Section 7. Note
that centr ‰ n28 because ˘n8 are equilibrium solutions to the equation x1 “ fpx, n28q.
Remark 8.1. The case xp0q “ 8 of Corollary 8.1 takes place for the example of a minimal
time extremal that is constructed below in Theorem 8.4.
Remark 8.2. Consider the case when the extremal tuple (8.1) is abnormal (i.e., λ0 “ 0)
and Icentr ‰ ps´, s`q. Then the lengths of all layers are described by Theorem 6.5. That
is, |Icentr| “ pi

1{2
centr Reκ
, |I˘| “ pi
2
1{2
edge Reκ
, and for the each ordinary layer I “ pbj , bj`1q we
have |I| “ pi
2ε1{2pbj`0qReκ . The ordinary layers form two quarter-wave stacks, one on the
left side of Icentr, and the other on the right side. Since the edge layers in the abnormal
case are also of quarter-wave width, they can also be included into these two quarter-wave
stacks. Under the additional condition n8 P rn1, n2s, statement (E1) of Section 7 implies
the following interplay between xp0q and the values centr, edge: in the case xp0q “ 8 (in
the case xp0q “ 0), one has n22 “ centr “ edge ‰ n8 (resp., n21 “ centr “ edge ‰ n8).
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Corollary 8.2. Assume (8.1) and κ P C4.
(i) If xp0q “ 8 and n8 “ n2 (if xp0q “ 0 and n8 “ n1), then λ0 ą 0.
(ii) If λ0 ą 0 and xp0q “ 0, then centr “ n22.
Proof. (i) follows from statement (E1) of Section 7. (ii) follows from Theorem 5.1.
Consider now the length of the layers in the normal case λ0 ą 0.
Corollary 8.3. Assume (8.1), κ P C4, λ0 ą 0, and Icentr ‰ ps´, s`q.
(i) Let I Ă ps´, s`q be an ordinary layer. Then I “ pbj , bj`1q for a certain j P Z and |I| ă
pi
2n1 Reκ
( pi2n2 Reκ ă |I| ă pin2 Reκ) whenever εpbj ` 0q “ n21 (resp., whenever εpbj ` 0q “ n22).
(ii) If edge “ n21 (if edge “ n22), then |I˘| ă pi2n1 Reκ (resp., |I˘| ă pin1 Reκ). In particular,
this is the case when n8 “ n2 (resp., n8 “ n1).
(iii) If xp0q “ 0, then |Icentr| ă pi

1{2
centr Reκ
.
(iv) Let xp0q “ 8 and n8 P rn1, n2s. Assume that centr “ n22 (that centr “ n21). Then
pi
n2 Reκ
ă |Icentr| ă 2pin2 Reκ (resp., |Icentr| ă pin1 Reκ).
Proof. (i) follows from the definition of a layer, the definitions of central and edge layers,
and from Theorems 6.9 and 6.10.
(ii) follows from Theorems 6.9 and 6.10. Another proof can be obtained from (i).
Indeed, one can continue the normal extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq to a wider symmetric
interval r´rs`, rs`s such that xprs`q P R` and denote rn8 “ xprs`q. Then statement (i) is
applicable to the extensions of the original edge layers, which become non-edge layers for
the extended extremal tuple.
(iii) follows from the assumption that the extremal tuple is normal and the process
of computation of the position of the switch point rb1 from the position of the preceding
switch point rb´1 (see Lemma 6.2).
Consider the case centr “ n21 of statement (iv). It follows from (E2) that εp¨q corre-
sponds either the sequence (7.6), or the sequence (7.8). This implies that xpsq P Sec3 Ă C`
for all s in the left half prb´1, 0q of the layer Icentr. Considering the corresponding part
of the trajectory of ϑpsq (see (6.2) for the definition) in the way similar to the proof of
Lemma 6.2, one obtains |rb´1| ă pi2n1 Reκ . This implies |Icentr| ă pin1 Reκ .
Let us consider the case centr “ n22 of statement (iv). It follows from (E2) that
xprb´1q P Sec4 Ă C´. Thus, the trajectory of x passes through R´ to Sec3 Ă C` and going
through Sec3 reaches 8 at s “ 0. Considering the rotation of ϑpsq for s P prb´1, 0q, we see
that pi2n2 Reκ ă |rb´1| ă pin2 Reκ , and so pin2 Reκ ă |Icentr| ă 2pin2 Reκ .
Let us give an explicit example of minimum-time control from 8 to n8 P rn21, n22q.
Theorem 8.4. Let n8 P rn1, n2q, s` “ ´s´ ą 0, and
κ0 “ ´ i
2s`n2
Ln
n2 ` n8
n2 ´ n8 `
pi
ps` ´ s´qn2 . (8.2)
Then ε0psq “
"
n22, s P rs´, s`s
n28, s P Rzrs´, s`s is a unique minimizer of arg minεPF
sym
κ0PΣoddpεq
Lpεq, and
the corresponding minimal value of Lpεq is Loddminpκ0q “ 2s`.
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8.1 Proof of Theorem 8.4
It follows from (4.8) that κ0 P Σs´,0´n8,8pε0q. By (4.7) and (4.3), ϑp¨q defined by (6.2) for
the control ε “ ε0 equals ϑpsq “ ´
´
n2`n8
n2´n8
¯´s{s`
e´ipis{s` for |s| ď s`. This implies that
ϑpsq P C´ and xpsq P C` for s P rs´, 0q. By Lemma 6.2 (iii), there exists an abnormal
extremal tuple px0, ε0, 0, y0q on rs´, s`s so that x0ps˘q “ ˘n8. It is of the type (7.2).
Assume that an extended extremal control ε1 is such that ε1p¨q ı n22 on a certain
interval ps´, s´` tq and that ε1 steers xps´q “ ´n8 to xps´` tq “ 8. Then xps´` 2tq “
n8, the corresponding extended extremal tuple px1, ε1, λ1, y1q is symmetric w.r.t. s´ ` t,
and is of one of the types (7.4), (7.6), (7.8), (7.10), (7.11) on rs´, s´ ` 2ts (with m1 “ m2
for (7.6), (7.8), (7.10), (7.11)).
We assume that ε1 is a minimum time control that steers x1ps´q “ p´n8q to 8 in
the minimum possible time t (in particular, t P p0, s`s), and, considering each of the cases
described above, show that this leads to a contradiction. The case (7.6) is special and
require more involved arguments.
The case (7.4) assumes m ě 1 repetitions and is abnormal. Due to Theorem 6.5, its
part p´n2,´n1s
3`p´8,´n2q requires the time pi2n2 Reκ0 “ s` (the last equality follows from (8.2)).
Since we have assumed that ε1 is minimum-time from p´n8q to 8, we have ε1 “ ε0 on
ps´, 0q, and so x1p0q “ x1ps´ ` s`q “ 8. This contradicts to the fact that, according to
(7.4), x1ps´ ` s`q P p´8,´n2q.
The case (7.8) cannot correspond to the minimal time control from p´n8q to 8 since
Corollary 8.3 (i) implies that the part
4`p´n2,0q
3` requires time greater than s` (note that
this part corresponds to one ordinary layer), and so t ą s`. Almost the same arguments
are applicable to the case (7.11), the sub-case m1 “ m2 ě 1 of (7.10), and the sub-case
m1 “ m2 ě 1 of (7.6).
Consider the sub-case m1 “ m2 “ 0 of (7.10). We have ε0 “ ε1 ” n22 and x0p¨q “ x1p¨q
on rs´, s`s. Thus, this case leads to the same minimizer ε0p¨q (however, the extremal tuple
is normal).
In the rest of this subsection we assume that the case (7.6) take place and that m1 “
m2 “ 0. Then there exists maximal s0 P ps´, s´ ` tq such that, for s P ps´, s0q, we have
ε0psq “ ε1psq “ n22. So x0ps0q “ x1ps0q P Sec3, ε1psq “ n21 for s P ps0, s´` tq, x0psq ‰ x1psq
for a.a. s P ps0, 0q.
Consider an extended abnormal extremal tuple px2, ε2, 0, y2q such that for s P ps0, s´`
tq, we have ε2psq “ ε1psq “ n21 and x2psq “ x1psq. Then ε2psq “ n21 for s P pt´2 , s0q, where
t´2 “ s´`t´ pi2n1 Reκ . On the interval pt´2 , t`2 q, where t`2 “ s´`t`ps´`t´t´2 q, the sequence
corresponding to px2, ε2, 0, y3q is p´n1,0q
3´t8u 6´p0,n1q. In particular, x2pt´2 q P p´n1, 0q.
Consider a piece-wise smooth Jordan curve J in pC consisting of two pieces: J1 :
rs´, 0s Ñ t´n8u Y Sec3 Y t8u, J1psq “ x0psq, and JR : r0, n´18 s Ñ t8u Y p´8,´n8s,
JRpsq “ ´1{s. Its complement in pC consists of two components C0 and C‹, where C0 is
singled out by 0 P C0. It is not difficult to see that
the trajectory x2rrt´2 , s´ ` tss intersects J1 passing through the point
X0 :“ x2ps0q “ x1ps0q P Sec3 from C0 to C‹. (8.3)
Indeed, the tangent vector fpX0, n22q to J1 at X0 differs from the tangent vector
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fpX0, n21q to the trajectory of x2 at X0 in the following way fpX0, n21q ´ fpX0, n22q “
´iκpn22 ´ n21q. The angle between this difference and the the tangent vector to J1 at X0 is
Arg0
´iκpn22´n21q
fpX0,n22q “ ´Arg0p´n
2
2 `X20 q P p0, piq since X0 P Sec3 Ă C2. This implies (8.3).
Let us introduce one more abnormal extended extremal tuple px3, ε3, 0, y3q, which can
be considered as a perturbation of px2, ε2, 0, y2q because we put x3pt´2 q “ x2pt´2 q` δ0 with
small enough δ0 ą 0 and assume that ε3pt´2 `0q “ n21 “ ε2psq for s P pt´2 , s´`tq. Choosing
small enough δ0, we can ensure that: (i) x2pt´2 q ` δ0 P px2pt´2 q, 0q, (ii) x3rrt´2 , s´ ` tss
intersects J1 at a certain point X1 P Sec3 passing from C0 to C‹.
Consider the point s3 such that x3ps3q P ipR. Since px3, ε3, 0, y3q is abnormal, we have
ε3psq “ n21 for s P pt´2 , s3q. This implies that x2rrt´2 , s´ ` tss X x3rrt´2 , s3ss “ ∅ Hence,
x3ps3q P iR`. This and the condition (ii) on δ0 implies that there exist X2 P J1 X Sec3
such that x3rrt´2 , s´ ` tss intersects J1 at X2 passing from C‹ to C0.
Considering at X2 the values of the tangent vectors to J1 and to x3rrt´2 , s3ss (which
are equal to fpX2, n22q and fpX2, n21q, resp.), one sees that the existence of X2 leads to a
contradiction.
9 Back to the problem of decay rate minimization
The aim of this section is the reduction of the original problem [23, 25] of Pareto opti-
mization of the decay rate to the dual problem of length minimization, and so, to the
minimum-time control in the case n8 P pn1, n2q, and can ‘partially reduced’ in the case
n8 P tn1, n2u. The results of Subsection 9.1 on maximal resonance free regions over Fs´,s`
and on the star-convexity of this region serve as technical tools.
Let s˘ and η˘ be fixed such that ´8 ă s´ ă s` ă `8 and η´ ‰ η`. Recall that the
set Σ
s´,s`
η´,η`rFs´s of achievable pη´, η`q-eigenvalues and the associated minimal modulus
function ρminp¨q were introduced in Section 3 and that ρminpγq “ `8 if the complex
argument γ is not achievable (i.e., dom ρmin “ Arg0 Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s).
Assume that
η´ P R´ Y t0,8u and η` P R`. (9.1)
Then an pη´, η`q-eigenvalue κ of εp¨q P Fs´,s` lies in C´ and can be interpreted as a
resonance of the operator 1εB2x, where εp¨q is extended to the whole R in a suitable way
according to the values of η˘ [25] (the set of corresponding resonances may also contain
points that are not pη´, η`q-eigenvalues, see Section 1.1, 1.2 and [25] for details); Reκ and
p´ Imκq have the ‘physical meaning’ of frequency and decay rate, respectively.
The set of achievable pη´, η`q-eigenvalues Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s is closed (see [25] and Proposi-
tion 9.6 (i) below). Similarly to Section 1.2, we define the minimal decay rate βminpαq for
α P R by
βminpαq :“ inftβ P R : α´ iβ P Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´su. (9.2)
Since Σ
s´,s`
η´,η`rFs´s is closed and Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s Ă C´, we see that βminpαq : RÑ p0,`8s.
A frequency α P R is achievable if α P Re Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s p“ domβminq. If α is achievable,
then the closedness of Σ
s´,s`
η´,η`rFs´s implies that κ “ α´ iβminpαq is an pη´, η`q-eigenvalue
for a certain εp¨q P Fs´,s` (i.e., the minimum is achieved in (9.2)), and we say that κ and
εp¨q are of minimal decay for (the frequency) α.
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The set P
η´,η`
Dr :“ tα ´ iβminpαq : α P domβminu is the Pareto frontier for the
problem of minimization of the decay rate p´ Imκq of an pη´, η`q-eigenvalue κ over Fs´,s` .
Comparing with the settings of Section 1.2, one sees that P´n8,n8Dr “ PDr. If, additionally,
s´ “ 0, s` “ `, then P0,n8Dr “ PevenDr and P8,n8Dr “ PoddDr .
Theorem 9.1. Assume (9.1) and η` P pn1, n2q. Let γ0 “ Arg0 κ P p´pi{2, 0q. Then:
(i) The function ρminp¨q is continuous and R-valued on p´pi{2, 0q.
(ii) Assume additionally that κ is the pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of minimal decay for the frequency
Reκ. Then
κ “ ρminpγ0qeiγ0, Tminκ pη´, η`q “ s` ´ s´, (9.3)
(i.e., κ is an pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of minimal modulus for γ0), and
the family of minimum time controls for (2.4), (2.5) steering xps´q “ η´ to η`
coincides with the family of resonators of minimal decay for Reκ. (9.4)
The proof is postponed to Section 9.2.
The next three theorems explain the rigorous meaning of the statement that, in the
case n8 P tn1, n2u, the decay rate minimization can be ‘partially reduced’ to the problem
of Pareto optimization of |κ|, and so to minimum-time control.
Theorem 9.2. Assume (9.1) and additionally η` P rn1, n2s. Then:
(i) p´pi, 0qzt´pi{2u Ă dom ρmin Ă p´pi, 0q and
Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s “ tceiγρminpγq : c P r1,`8q and γ is achievable u (9.5)
(ii) The Pareto frontier P
η´,η`
Dr of minimal decay can be found from the Pareto frontier
Pmod of minimal modulus via the formulae (9.5) and (9.2).
The proof is postponed to Section 9.2.
Theorem 9.3. Suppose (9.1). Assume that either η` “ n1, or η` “ n2. Assume that
γ0 “ Arg0 κ0 P p´pi{2, 0q, ρ0 :“ ρminpγ0q, ρ1 :“ inf
γPpγ0,0q
ρminpγq cos γ
cos γ0
,
and that κ0 is the pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of minimal decay for the frequency Reκ0. Then
ρ0 ď ρ1 and κ0 P eiγ0rρ0, ρ1s (in particular, in the case ρ0 “ ρ1, we have κ0 “ eiγ0ρ0).
Moreover, each of the numbers κ “ ρeiγ0 with ρ P rρ0, |κ0|s Y pρ0, ρ1q is the pη´, η`q-
eigenvalue of minimal decay for the frequency ρ cos γ0 and one of the two following cases
take place for such κ:
(i) In the case |κ| “ ρ0, statements (9.3) and (9.4) hold.
(ii) In the case |κ| P pρ0, |κ0|s Y pρ0, ρ1q, we have Tminκ pη´, η`q ă s` ´ s´ and, for each
minimum time control εminγ0 that steer xps´q “ η´ to xps´ ` Tminκ pη´, η`qq “ η`, the
function rε P Fs´,s` defined by
rεpsq :“ " εminγ0 psq if s P rs´, s´ ` Tminκ pη´, η`qq,
η2` if s P ps´ ` Tminκ pη´, η`q, s`s, (9.6)
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is a resonator of minimal decay for frequency Reκ and, simultaneously, is an abnormal
ε-extremal on rs´, s`s such that the corresponding abnormal x-extremal (with the initial
point xps´q “ η´) has rs´ ` Tminκ pη´, η`q, s`s as its stationary interval.
The proof is given in Section 9.2.
The case (ii) of Theorem 9.3 and statements (iii)-(v) of Corollary 9.8 in the next sub-
section consider the situation when the minimal-modulus function ρminp¨q is discontinuous
at a certain γ P p´pi{2, 0q. The next result shows that this situation takes place for
γ0 “ Arg0 κ0 with κ0 from Theorem 8.4.
Theorem 9.4. Let η´ “ 8, η` “ n1, s´ “ 0, s` ą 0, κ0 “ ´ i2s`n2 Ln n2`n1n2´n1 ` pi2s`n2 ,
γ0 “ Arg0 κ0, α0 “ pi2s`n2 , ρ0 “ ρminpγ0q, and ρ1 :“ infγPpγ0,0q ρminpγq cos γcos γ0 . Then
lim
γÑγ0´0
ρminpγq “ ρ0 “ |κ0| ă ρ1, ρ0 ă lim
γÑγ0`0
ρminpγq, (9.7)
and the following statements hold:
(i) The number κ0 is simultaneously pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of minimal decay for the frequency
α0 and pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of minimal modulus for the complex argument γ0. Moreover,
εminγ0 p¨q defined by εminγ0 psq “ n22 for all s P p0, s`q is the unique function in F0,s` that
generate an pη´, η`q-eigenvalue at κ0.
(ii) Each of the numbers κ “ ρeiγ0 with ρ P rρ0, ρ1q is the pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of minimal
decay for the frequency ρ cos γ0. One of associated resonators εp¨q P F0,s` of minimal decay
can be constructed by the rule (9.6).
The proof is given in Section 9.2.
9.1 Maximal star-like resonance free regions
Recall that a set Ω Ă C containing 0 is called star-shaped w.r.t. 0 if z P Ω implies
rz, 0s Ă Ω. The set CzΣ´n8,n8s´,s` rFs´s can be perceived as the resonance free region over
tε P F : sε´ “ s´, sε` “ s`u. (We would like to notice that the estimation of resonance
free strips for Schro¨dinger equations was originally [21] one of the main motivation for
resonance optimization.) Then
t0u Y tκ P C : κ ‰ 0 and |κ| ă ρminpArg0pκq,´n8, n8qu (9.8)
is the maximal star-shaped (w.r.t. 0) part of the resonance free region. If, additionally,
n1 ď n8 ď n2, the star-shaped set (9.8) exactly equals the resonance free region as it is
shown by the following statement.
Proposition 9.5. Let η´ ‰ η` and η` P rn1, n2s (or η´ P r´n2,´n1s). Then p´pi, 0q Y
p0, piq Ă Arg0 Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s and formula (9.5) holds true.
Proof. Let γ be achievable. Then (3.8) and n1 ď η` ď n2 imply that an extension εp¨q of
εminγ p¨q to ps`,`8q by the constant value η2` belongs to Fs´,s0 for any s0 P rs`,`8q. For
every such εp¨q, we have xpsq “ xps`q “ η` for all s ą s`. This and the scaling (3.5) imply
that ceiγρminpγq is an achievable pη´, η`q-eigenvalue for c ě 1. The global controllability
(Theorem 4.3) implies the first statement.
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Proposition 9.6. Let η´ ‰ η`. Then
(i) The set Σ
η´,η`
s´,s` rFs is closed in C.
(ii) ρminp¨q is lower semicontinuous at each γ P R.
Proof. (i) follows from local weak*-continuity of the set-valued map εp¨q ÞÑ Ση´,η`s´,s` pεq [25],
or from weak*-compactness arguments [21, 23]. Statement (ii) is a simple corollary of
(i).
So Σ
η´,η`
s´,s` rFs contains bd Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s, Pη´,η`Dr and Pmod.
Proposition 9.7. Assume that (9.1) holds and η` P rn1, n2s (or η´ P r´n2,´n1s). Let
Arg0 κ0 “ γ0 P p´pi{2, 0q and κ0 P bd Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s. Then κ0 is an pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of
minimal decay if and only if Reκ0 ă ρminpγq cospγq for all γ P pγ0, 0q.
Proof. Since κ0 P Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s, we see that κ0 “ Reκ0 ´ iβminpReκ0q if and only if the
C-interval pκ0,Reκ0q “ tλκ0 ` p1 ´ λqReκ0 : λ P p0, 1qu does not intersect Ση´,η`s´,s` rFs´s.
Proposition 9.5 completes the proof.
Corollary 9.8. Assume (9.1) and γ0 P p´pi, piq. Then:
(i) limγÑ0´0 ρminpγq “ `8 and ρminpγq “ `8 for all γ P r0, pis.
(ii) If lim infγÑγ0´0 ρminpγq ‰ ρminpγ0q ‰ lim infγÑγ0`0 ρminpγq, then γ0 “ ´pi{2 and
ρminp´pi{2q ă `8.
(iii) Let γ0 P p´pi{2, 0q be a point of discontinuity of ρmin. Then either lim
γÑγ0´0
ρminpγq “
ρminpγ0q, or lim
γÑγ0`0
ρminpγq “ ρminpγ0q.
(iv) Assume that η` P rn1, n2s (or η´ P r´n2,´n1s), Arg0 κ0 “ γ0 P p´pi{2, 0q, κ0 P
bd Σ
s´,s`
η´,η`rFs´s and κ0 ‰ ρminpγ0qeiγ0. Then
either lim
γÑγ0´0
ρminpγq “ ρminpγ0q ă |κ0| ď lim inf
γÑγ0`0
ρminpγq, (9.9)
or lim
γÑγ0`0
ρminpγq “ ρminpγ0q ă |κ0| ď lim inf
γÑγ0´0
ρminpγq. (9.10)
Moreover, eiγ0rρminpγ0q, |κ0|s Ă bd Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s.
(v) Let the assumptions of statement (iv) hold and, additionally, κ0 is the pη´, η`q-eigen-
value of minimal decay for the frequency Reκ0. Then (9.9) takes place and Reκ0 ă
ρpγq cos γ for all γ P pγ0, 0q. Moreover, each κ P eiγ0rρminpγ0q, |κ0|s is the pη´, η`q-
eigenvalue of minimal decay for the frequency Reκ.
Proof. (i) If γ P r0, pis, the equality ρminpγq “ `8 follows from Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s Ă C´. Then
limγÑ0´0 ρminpγq “ `8 follows from the lower semicontinuity of ρmin (see Proposition
9.6).
(ii)-(iii) The lower semicontinuity of ρmin also proves that ρmin is continuous at each
γ0 R dom ρmin (as a map to the topological space r0,`8s). Now, let γ0 P p´pi,´pi{2q Y
p´pi{2, 0q be a point of discontinuity of ρmin. In this case, (ii) follows from (iii). Let us
prove (iii). Since γ0 is a point of discontinuity of ρmin, there exists the resonance κ0 “
ρminpγ0qeiγ0 P C4 of minimum modulus for γ0. It follows from the perturbation arguments
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of [25, Appendix A] that there exists a non-degenerate triangle Tr Ă Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s with a
vertex at κ0. So, at least one of inequalities lim supγÑγ0˘0 ρminpγq ď ρminpγ0q holds. The
lower semicontinuity completes the proof of (iii), and, in turn, of (ii).
(iv)-(v) By Proposition 9.5, the resonance free region CzΣη´,η`s´,s` rFs´s is star-shaped
w.r.t. 0 and open. So κ0 P bd Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s implies eiγ0rρminpγ0q, |κ0|s Ă bd Σs´,s`η´,η`rFs´s
(indeed, assuming converse we easily get a contradiction to the star property). The com-
bination of these arguments with (iii) implies that exactly one of the formulae (9.9), (9.10)
holds. Finally, statement (v) easily follows from (iv) and Proposition 9.7.
9.2 Proofs of Theorems 9.1-9.4
Proof of Theorem 9.1. (i) It follows from Proposition 9.5 that dom ρmin Ą p´pi{2, 0q, and
so ρmin is R-valued in p´pi{2, 0q. Due to Proposition 9.6, to prove ρminp¨q P Clocp´pi{2, 0q, it
remains to show that ρmin is upper semicontinuous at each γ0 P p´pi{2, 0q. This fact follows
from the uniform STLC established in Theorem 4.4 (and so uses essentially the assumption
η` P pn1, n2q). Indeed, for γ P rγ0 ´ δ, γ0 ` δs Ă p´pi{2, 0q (with small enough δ) we take
κ P C4 with Arg0 κ “ γ0 and put rκpγq :“ eiγ |κ|. Then (3.9) takes the form Tminrκpγqpη´, η`q “
ps` ´ s´qρminpγq{|κ| and it is enough to prove that lim supγÑγ0 Tminrκpγqpη´, η`q ď t0, where
t0 “ Tminκ pη´, η`q.
Let ε0p¨q be a control that steers the system (2.4), (2.5) from xps´q “ η´ to η` in the
minimal time t0 for the spectral parameter κ. Since f and rf in (2.4), (2.5) are analytic in κ,
one sees that xη´ps´` t0, rκpγq, ε0q Ñ η` as γ Ñ γ0 (we use the notation of Theorem 4.4).
For small enough |γ´γ0|, let us define t1pγq by |η`´xη´ps´`t0, rκpγq, ε0q| “ 12rmaxΩ,η`pt1pγqq
assuming that Ω is a small enough neighborhood of κ, where the uniform STLC holds by
Theorem 4.4. Then Tminrκpγqpη´, η`q ă t0 ` t1pγq. From rmaxΩ,η`p0q “ 0 and the continuity of
rmaxΩ,η` , one gets limγÑγ0 t1pγq “ 0, and, in turn, lim supγÑγ0 Tminrκpγqpη´, η`q ď t0.
(ii) follows from (i) and Corollary 9.8 (iv).
Proof of Theorem 9.2. The description of dom ρmin is given in Corollary 9.8. Statement
(i) follows from Proposition 9.5. Statement (ii) from statement (i).
Proof of Theorem 9.3. Proposition 9.7 implies ρ0 ď |κ0| ď ρ1. So κ0 P eiγ0rρ0, ρ1s. If
κ “ ρeiγ0 with ρ P rρ0, |κ0|s, Corollary 9.8 implies that κ is of minimal decay. To obtain
the same statement for ρ P p|κ0|, ρ1q (in the case where this interval is nonempty), one can
combine Propositions 9.5-9.7.
In the case (i), (9.3) and (9.4) are obvious because κ is of minimal modulus.
The case (ii) means that κ is of minimal decay, but is not of minimal modulus. Let
t0 :“ Tminκ pη´, η`q and s0 :“ s´` t0. Consider any control εminγ0 p¨q P Fs´,s0 that steers the
system (2.4),(2.5) from xps´q “ η´ to η` in the minimum possible time t0. Since κ is not
of minimal modulus, (3.9) implies t0 ă s`´ s´. The control rε P Fs´,s` defined by (9.6) is
a continuation of εminγ0 p¨q to the interval ps0, s`q by the constant value η2`. Since η` is an
equilibrium solution to x1 “ iκp´x2`η2`q, we see that the trajectory of rxpsq corresponding
to the control rε stays at η` for s P ps0, s`q. Thus, κ P Σs´,s`η´,η`prεq and so rε is the resonator
of minimal decay for the frequency Reκ.
It remains to show that there exists a solution y to the equation (6.1) on rs´, s`s
such that prx, rε, 0, yq is an extremal tuple on rs´, s`s. Indeed, since rε is the resonator of
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minimal decay generating κ, it follows from [25] that there exists a nontrivial solution
y to (6.1) such that rεp¨q “ Epyqp¨q on ps´, s`q and the two boundary conditions (3.2)
are satisfied. It follows from Section 3.1 that rx “ y1iκy is a solution to (2.4), (2.5) (with
εp¨q “ rεp¨q) on rs´, s`s. It is easy to see from (6.1) that Imprεpsqy2psq ` κ´2py1psqq2q “
Impy2psqrrεpsq ´ x2psqsq is a constant independent of s. To see that this constant (and so
λ0) are equal to 0, it is enough to take any s P ps0, s`q.
Let us pass to the settings of Theorem 9.4 and give its proof.
To prove (9.7) it is enough to show that ρ0 ă ρ1. Indeed, the example considered
in this theorem can be seeing as ‘the right half’ of the symmetric example of Theorem
8.4 with n8 “ n1. This implies ρ0 “ |κ0|. On the other side ρ0 ă ρ1, implies ρ0 ă
limγÑγ0`0 ρminpγq, and so limγÑγ0´0 ρminpγq “ ρ0 follows from Corollary 9.8.
Let us show that ρ0 ă ρ1 holds using the method of the proof of Theorem 8.4 and its
symmetric settings. For this we put rs` “ ´rs´ “ s`, rη´ “ ´n1, and rκpγq “ |κ0|eiγ for γ P
pγ0, 0q. From ρ0 “ |κ0| “ |rκpγq| and the equalities Tminκ0 p´n1,8q “ s`, Tminrκpγqp´n1,8q “
s`ρminpγ,´n1,8q
|rκpγq| , it is easy to see that ρ0 ă ρ1 is equivalent to
Tminκ0 p´n1,8q cos γ0 ă inf
γPpγ0,0q
´
Tminrκpγqp´n1,8q cos γ
¯
. (9.11)
This inequality follows from Tminκ0 p´n1,8q “ pi2n2ρ0 cos γ0 and the following lemma.
Lemma 9.9. There exists δ1 ą 0 such that pi2n2ρ0 cos γ ` δ1 ă t1 for every κ “ rκpγq with
γ P pγ0, 0q and for every extremal tuple px, ε, λ0, yq on rs´, s´`2t1s satisfying xps´q “ ´n1
and xps´ ` t1q “ 8.
Proof. Let px, ε, λ0, yq be an extremal tuple corresponding to κ “ rκpγq with γ P pγ0, 0q
and satisfying xps´q “ ´n1, xps´ ` t1q “ 8.
Case 1. Assume that px, ε, λ0, yq is abnormal. Then it corresponds to the sequence
(7.4) with m P N repetitions (due to γ P pγ0, 0q, the case (7.2) can easily excluded by
simple calculations using the ilog-phase ϑn22p¨q, see Section 4.2). Then Theorem 6.5 implies
t1 ą pipm`1q2n2ρ0 cos γ , and so, implies pi2n2ρ0 cos γ ` δ1 ă t1.
Case 2. Assume that px, ε, λ0, yq is normal. Since xps´q “ ´n1 and xps´ ` t1q “ 8,
we see that only the types (7.6) and (7.10) of extremals are possible. Arguments similar to
that of the proof of Theorem 8.4 imply that m1 ě 1. Using Corollary 8.3 it is easy to show
that the part
4`p´n2,0q
3` requires the time t2 ą pi2n2 Reκ “ pi2n2ρ0 cos γ (statements (i) and (iv)
of Corollary 8.3 are needed for the cases (7.6) and (7.10), respectively). The starting part
p´n2,´n1s
3` 3´p´8,´n1q
4´ requires certain time t3 ą 0. This time t3 can be bounded from below
by a positive number δ ą 0 that does not depend on γ P pγ0, 0q and on the choice of the
extremal tuple. To prove this fact, one can use the arguments of [36] about the absence
of STLC to a singular equilibrium point, and make them uniform over γ P pγ0, 0q using
the additional information about the structure of normal extremals provided by Theorem
6.9. This complete the proof of the lemma and of the fact that ρ0 ă ρ1.
Let us prove statement (i) of Theorem 9.4. The facts that κ0 is pη´, η`q-eigenvalue
of minimal modulus and that the constant function εminγ0 p¨q is the unique control in F0,s`
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such that κ0 P Σ0,s`η´,η`pεminγ0 q follow from Theorem 8.4 and the symmetry w.r.t. 0. The fact
that κ0 is pη´, η`q-eigenvalue of minimal decay follows from ρ0 ă ρ1 and Proposition 9.7.
Statement (ii) of Theorem 9.4 now follows from Theorem 9.3.
10 Numerical minimum-time method
The derivation of the HJB equation in Section 3.3 for the problem of minimization of the
resonator length makes it possible to apply the Dynamic Programming approach (see [17])
to approximations of equation (2.6).
On the other hand, the point of view of minimum-time control allows us to improve
substantially in the case of symmetric resonators the shooting method for (6.1) passing
from the search of zeroes of a C-valued characteristic determinant Fnlpξ, κq on a fixed
interval [25] to much cheaper and accurate process of finding a turning point p0 of an
x-extremal as a zero of the R-valued monotone function G0 (see Lemma 4.2).
In the numerical experiments of Sections 10.1-10.2 we show that this makes the shoot-
ing method effective. In particular, for the values of the quality factor Q “ 106 and
Q “ 1.1 ¨106 and the realistic permittivity constraints 1 “ 1 (vacuum), 2 “ 8 “ 11.9716
(silicon), we compute symmetric resonators of minimal length that have 27 layers (see Fig.
5). The computed widths of layers have 11 significant digits.
Varying Arg κ with a fixed |κ|, we compute in Section 10.2 parts of the two Pareto
optimal frontiers of minimal decay and of minimal modulus for the case 1 “ 8 “ 1,
2 “ 11.9716, and investigate numerically the effect when the latter frontier have a jump
described by Theorem 9.4 (see Fig. 1).
The following analytical result is the base for our computations. Let κ P C4 and the
left end s´ of the resonator be fixed. For ξ P R, let Θξpsq be a solution to (6.1) satisfying
the initial conditions
Θξps´q “ eiξ, BsΘξps´q “ ´iκn8 eiξ (10.1)
and so satisfying (1.3) at the left end s´. Such a solution exists and is unique due to [25,
Theorem 6.1]. Note that Θξp¨q is the solution to (1.2) with εp¨q “ EpΘξqp¨q. Let ppξq be
the turning point p0 of Θξp¨q if it exists, otherwise we put p0pξq “ `8 (note that in each
of these cases p0pξq ą s´). Let
lpξq :“ ppξq ´ s´, Aodd :“ tξ P r0, pis : Θξpppξqq “ 0u, and
Aeven :“ tξ P r0, pis : BsΘξpppξqq “ 0u. (10.2)
Corollary 10.1. Let κ P C4 and ξ0 P r0, pis. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) ξ0 P arg minξPAoddpevenq lpξq;
(ii) L
oddpevenq
min pκq “ 2lpξ0q and ξ0 P Aoddpevenq;
(iii) the resonator εpsq :“
" EpΘξ0qpsq, s P rs´ ´ ppξq, ppξq ´ s´s
n28, s P Rzrs´ ´ ppξq, ppξq ´ s´s is a minimizer for
the odd-mode (resp., even-mode) problem in (2.3).
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, minimizers εp¨q to the problems (2.3) have on the interval psε´, sε`q
the form Epyqp¨q with y “ cΘξ, where c P R and ξ P r0, piq, assuming that s´ “ sε´ (by
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technical reasons, it is convenient sometimes to consider the value ξ “ pi instead of ξ “ 0,
see Remark 10.3). Proposition 3.1 and the fact that EpcΘξqp¨q ” EpΘξqp¨q complete the
proof.
10.1 Numerical experiments with the shooting method
Symmetric resonators of minimal length for a given κ P C4 can be obtained from Corollary
10.1 computing arg min
ξPAoddpevenq
lpξq with the use of the shooting method for the Euler-Lagrange
equation. The values of ξ pass through the discretized version tnpi{ν : 0 ď n ď νu of
the interval r0, pis with large enough ν. For each particular ξ P r0, pis, the initial values
for shooting are given by (10.1), the position of the turning point p0pξq is computed
numerically as the zero of the monotone function G0p¨q from Lemma 4.2 taken for yp¨q “
Θξp¨q. This gives the approximate value rlpξq of the function lpξq.
a)
b)
Figure 3: (a) The distance l “ ppξq ´ s´ between the left end s´ of the resonator and the turning point
ppξq for κ “ κ1 given by (10.4). (b) The value of the corresponding product d “ ΘξpppξqqBsΘξpppξqq.
The zeros of dp¨q in rpi{2, pis give the values of ξ that correspond to symmetric w.r.t. ppξq resonators
εp¨q “ EpΘξqp¨q. The marks ‘˛’ and ‘‹’ correspond to the values of ξ for the odd-mode and even-mode
resonators of minimal length for κ1. The symmetric resonator of minimal length has an odd mode.
The iterative computation of switch points of EpΘξqp¨q and computation of Θξp¨q does
not require finite difference approximation because on each interval pbj , bj`1q of constancy
of EpΘξqp¨q, the explicit analytic expression of Θξp¨q via the values of Θξpbjq and BsΘξpbjq
at the left end-point bj are available.
The shooting provides also the discretized versions of the functions d0pξq “ Θξpp0pξqq
and d1pξq “ BsΘξpp0pξqq, the sets of zeroes tξoddj uJoddj“1 and tξevenj uJevenj“1 of which are the
sets Aodd and Aeven defined by (10.2). Practically, we find first the approximate ze-
roes rξj , j “ 1, . . . , J , of the product of the two above functions dpξq “ d0pξqd1pξq “
ΘξpppξqqBsΘξpppξqq. So trξjuJj“1 approximate the set Asym :“ Aodd YAeven.
Remark 10.1. Note that for every ξ such that ppξq ă `8 the value dpξq is real. This
follows from the fact that ppξq is the turning point for the corresponding solution. While
it follows from Example 6.8 (ii) that for certain n8 R rn1, n2s and ξ P r0, piq, one has
ppξq “ `8, all numerical experiments of this section assume that n8 “ n1 or n8 “ n2
and we do not observe in them the case ppξq “ `8.
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Table 1: Odd- and even-mode resonators of minimal length for κ “ κ1.
Odd-mode optimal resonator Even-mode optimal resonator
n ε Layer left Layer width n ε Layer left Layer width
edge bn, µm W pnq,µm edge bn, µm W pnq, µm
-3 1 -0.6946797015 0.2121868748 -5 1 -0.7521786176 0.1512335680
-2 2 -0.4824928267 0.1437719651 -4 2 -0.6009450496 0.1514248849
-1 1 -0.3387208616 0.1875186766 -3 1 -0.4495201647 0.1603442551
0 2 -0.1512021850 0.3024043700 -2 2 -0.2891759096 0.1568410635
1 1 0.1512021850 0.1875186766 -1 1 -0.1323348461 0.0599824929
2 2 0.3387208616 0.1437719651 0 2 -0.0723523532 0.1447047064
3 1 0.4824928267 0.2121868748 1 1 0.0723523532 0.0599824929
4 0.6946797015 2 2 0.1323348461 0.1568410635
3 1 0.2891759096 0.1603442551
4 2 0.4495201647 0.1514248849
5 1 0.6009450496 0.1512335680
6 0.7521786176
Total length Loddminpκ1q = 1.389359403 = Lsymmin pκ1q Total length Levenmin pκ1q= 1.5043572352
Finding rξj˚ such that rlprξj˚q “ min
1ďjďJ
rlprξjq, (10.3)
we obtain the approximate value 2rlprξj˚q for the minimal length Lsymminpκq of a symmetric
resonator generating the desired resonance κ. Similarly, we find the approximate valuesrξjodd˚ and rξjeven˚ of the parameter ξ that correspond to the minimizers of odd-mode and
even-mode problems (2.3).
Remark 10.2. In the numerical experiments of this subsection, we observe only one min-
imizer in the discretized minimization problem (10.3), while we expect that there are
exceptional values of κ P C4 so that the original problem (2.2) has more than one mini-
mizer (see Section 11). In the experiment of the next subsection for the value κ “ κ0, the
situation is different because the exists and interval of values of ξ where lpξq achieve its
minimal value (this follows from Remark 7.1). However, all these values of ξ lead to the
same symmetric resonator of minimal length.
In Physics settings, equation (1.2) has the form y2psq “ ´ω2
c2
εpsqy2psq, where c is the
speed of light in vacuum and ω is the complex frequency. These means that Reω is the
angular frequency and p´ Imωq is the rate of decay of the corresponding eigenoscillations
e´iωtypsq of the electric field in the cavity. So κ “ ωc is generalized complex wave number
(in the settings of previous sections it was assumed that the system of units is such that
c “ 1, we do not keep keep this convention here).
As before εpsq (8, 1, and 2) is the dielectric permittivity of the cavity at the layer
containing the point s (resp., of the homogeneous outer medium and of the two extreme
permittivities allowed in the optimization process). The numbers nj “ 1{2j , j “ 1, 2,8,
are refractive indices in the corresponding materials. In this section we take that of air
n1 “ 1 and of silicon n2 “ 3.46 (the magnetic permeability of all involved materials is
assumed to be equal to 1). In this subsection we assume that the outer homogeneous
medium consists of silicon, i.e., 8 “ 2 and n8 “ n2.
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Remark 10.3. Since 8 “ 2, the values of ξ P p0, pi{2s cannot correspond to a resonator of
minimal length (otherwise the first layer has the same permittivity as the outer medium).
The computations in this subsection can be restricted to the interval ξ P ppi{2, pis.
First, we give the results of a numerical experiment for the case of relatively small
quality factor value Q “ 50 because this leads to a smaller number of layers in the resonator
and it is easier to explain for this example our notation and the way of presentation of the
numerical results. The symmetric resonator of minimal length is calculated for the value
κ1 “ 3.653014713476505 ¨ 106 ´ i 3.653014713476505 ¨ 104, (10.4)
which corresponds to ω1 “ A1 ´ iB1, where A1 “ 1.095146260063287 ¨ 1015 is the angular
frequency and B1 “ A1 ¨ 10´2 is the rate of decay, and to the wavelength in vacuum
λ1 “ 1720 nm (which is in the infrared range).
a) b)
Figure 4: Layers’ widths for (a) the odd-mode and (b) the even-mode optimal resonators for κ1.
The graphs of computed approximated values of the functions Lpξq “ ppξq ´ s´,
ξ P rpi{2, pis, and dpξq “ ΘξpppξqqBsΘξpppξqq are given in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively.
We are interested only in the approximate values of ξ, where dpξq “ 0 since only these
values correspond to resonators symmetric w.r.t the turning point ppξq. Among such values
the two values of ξ corresponding to the two shortest resonators are marked. It occurs
that one of them is odd-mode resonator and the other is even-mode resonator. So these
two resonators give the numerical solution to the two corresponding odd- and even-mode
minimum length problems in (2.3).
The odd-mode minimal length is reached at ξodd˚ « 2.861410149502555, the even-
mode minimal length at ξeven˚ « 2.709972790535748. The corresponding to ξodd˚ resonator
εodd˚ p¨q has the length Loddminpκ1q “ 2lpξodd˚ q « 1.389359403 µm and consists of N “ 7 layers
(excluding the outer medium p´8, s´qY ps`,`8q, where s` “ 2ppξq´ s´). The shortest
even-mode resonator εeven˚ p¨q has N “ 11 layers and the length Levenmin pκ1q « 1.5043572352
µm.
The structure of the function εodd˚ p¨q (the function εeven˚ p¨q) is shown in Table 1 by the
approximate values of its switch points bn. Note that the resonator is shifted on the s-line
such that pb0, b1q is the the central layer Icentr defined in Section 8, s “ 0 corresponds to
the center p0 of the resonator, b´3 “ s´ (resp., b´5 “ ´s´) is the initial shooting point,
and b4 “ s` “ ´s´ (resp., b6 “ s` “ ´b´5) is the reflection of s´ w.r.t. 0 (the first and
the last of the points bn correspond to the edges s¯ of the resonator, where x takes the
desired values ¯n8, and so are not necessarily switch points of the corresponding extended
ε-extremal in the sense of Section 6).
The 2nd (resp., the 6s) column gives the values of εpsq for s in the layer pbn, bn`1q,
the 4th (resp., the 8s) column the layer widths W pnq “ bn`1 ´ bn. A visualization of the
layer widths W pnq convenient from the point of view of their comparison with quarter
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wave lengths and each other is plotted in Fig. 4. The optimal resonator for κ1 is of the
odd-mode type with length Loddmin “ 1.389359403 µm. There are no layers with width equal
to the quarter wave in the corresponding material.
The next two numerical experiments are performed in a similar way for much higher
values Q of the quality-factor, Q2 “ 106 and Q3 “ 1.1 ¨ 106 with the real part of κ the
same as in the previous experiment Reκ2 “ Reκ3 “ Reκ1. The result for case Q “ 106
(and so κ2 “ A1 ´ i A12¨106 ) is plotted in Fig. 5 (a), which shows the layer widths W pnq for
the right half of the computed optimal symmetrical resonator and the width W p0q of the
central layer pb0, b1q. The optimal symmetric resonator for κ2 is of even-mode type.
However, for slightly different quality factorQ3 and the resonance κ “ κ3 “ A1´i A12.2¨106
the optimal symmetric resonator is of the odd-mode type. The corresponding widths of
layers are shown in Fig. 5 (b).
a) b)
Figure 5: Widths of layers for symmetric resonators of minimum length with high Q-factor: (a) Q “ 106,
κ “ κ2, the optimizer has an even mode; (b) Q “ 1.1 ¨ 106, κ “ κ3, the optimizer has an odd mode.
10.2 Computation of Pareto frontiers
Varying Arg κ P p´pi{2, 0q, finding the approximate value of Loddpevenqmin pκq for each κ with
the above shooting procedure, and using the rescaling (3.9) to a fixed symmetric interval
r´`, `s, it is possible to compute parts of the even-mode Pevenmod :“ teiγρminpγ, 0, n8q : γ P
dom ρminp¨, 0, n8qu and odd-mode Poddmod :“ teiγρminpγ,8, n8q : γ P dom ρminp¨,8, n8qu
Pareto frontiers of minimal modulus (here rs´, s`s “ r0, `s is the right half of the symmetric
resonator).
Taking n1 “ 1, n2 “ 3.46 as before, but n8 “ n1 (so that the outer medium is
vacuum), we perform this computation near the jump of the odd-mode frontier described
by Theorem 9.4 for the value ` “ 0.1243 µm. The result is plotted in Fig. 1. Then,
using Theorem 9.2, its is possible to find the corresponding Pareto frontiers P
evenpoddq
Dr of
minimal decay (PoddDr is drawn on Fig 1 (b)).
11 Conclusions and discussion
Analytic and numerical methods available in earlier studies have not given a clear answer
about the structure of optimal resonators. On one side, the size modulated 1-D stack
design, which was suggested in [31] on the base of simulations with several modulation
parameters and further studied in [10], introduces defects to 27 silicon layers in the alter-
nating periodic structure. The widths of these defects are given by a quadratic polynomial
function of the layer’s number counting from the center of the cavity. The width of each of
these defects is small in comparison with the period of the original structure without de-
fects. On the other side, resonances of periodic structures with a defect in the center were
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considered in [2, 22, 19, 28, 33]. This defect is not necessarily small in comparison with
the period. The numerical experiments of [25] suggested that Pareto optimal resonators
may involve combination of the both types of defects mentioned above.
Consider now this question from the point of view of analytical and numerical results
of the present paper. There are the following common features for the three experiments
of Section 10.1:
(i) The central layer has the permittivity 2 (silicon). Combining this with the analytic
result of Remark 8.2, we see that corresponding extremals are normal, and so, by
Corollary 8.3, do not contain quarter-wave stacks (this is confirmed also by the
observation (iv) below).
(ii) For optimal odd-mode resonators, the central layer’s width |Icentr| “W p0q is approx-
imately twice wider than the width W p2nq, 1 ď n ď pN ´ 3q{4, of ordinary silicon
layers in the right half of the resonator (and the widths of the layers symmetric to
them w.r.t. scentr). For the even-mode problem, we observe that W p0q ă W p2nq,
1 ď n ď pN ´ 3q{4.
(iii) For the even-mode problem, W p1q is essentially narrower than the other regular air
layers W p2n´ 1q, 2 ď n ď pN ´ 3q{4.
(iv) Except the case of W p1q in (iii), widths of the other ordinary layers in each of
materials vary very slightly, but are not equal to each other and are not equal to the
quarter wave.
We have observed effects (i)-(iii) for the other computations of optimal odd- and even-mode
resonators performed by the method described above.
It is known that for α “ 0 there exist values of n1, n2, and n8 P pn1, n2q such that the
problem
arg min
κPΣpεq, Reκ“α
εPFs´,s`
Drpκ, εq (where Drpκ, εq “ ´ Imκ) (11.1)
has two different optimizers εjpsq ” nj , j “ 1, 2 [26]. However, the result of [26] is
very exceptional because it requires a special relation between the parameters n1, n2, n8,
and because, in the case κ P iR, the equation (1.2) and boundary conditions (1.3) are
real-valued and the trajectory xp¨q of control system (2.4), (2.5) that satisfies the initial
condition xps´q “ ´n8 stays on pR for all s. It also follows from [26] that if α “ 0 and
n8 P tn1, n2u then (11.1) has a unique solution.
Up to know there are no results on the uniqueness or symmetry of minimizers for (11.1)
if α P R` (see also the discussion in [4]). The uniqueness and the symmetry of optimizers
ε are obviously connected, e.g., by the next statement.
Proposition 11.1. Let ` “ s` “ ´s´. Assume that κ P PevenDr X PoddDr and α “ Reκ.
Then there exists at least two different (in L8ps´, s`q-sense) minimizers for (11.1).
Proof. Assume that κ is the resonance of minimal decay for α for problem (11.1). Since κ P
PevenDr X PoddDr , there exist optimizers ε1p¨q and ε2p¨q for the problems
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arg min κPΣevenpεq
Reκ“α, PFsym`
Drpκ, εq and arg min κPΣoddpεq
Reκ“α, εPFsym`
Drpκ, εq, respectively. Then ε1 and
ε2 are optimizers for (11.1). Since Σ
oddpεq X Σevenpεq “ ∅ (see Remark 2.1), we have
ε1 ‰ ε2. Hence, we obtained the desired statement.
Assume that p´ Imκq ą βminpαq (i.e., κ is not a resonance of minimal decay for problem
(11.1)). Then an optimizer εp¨q for (11.1) is not an even function. So rεpsq :“ εp´sq is
different from ε. However, rε is also an optimizer for (11.1).
In the computed figure Fig. 1 (a) we observe that PevenDr and P
odd
Dr intersect each other
at certain points κ with Reκ ą 0. This provides a numerical evidence that, in the case
n1 “ n8 “ 1, n2 “ 3.46, Pareto resonators of minimal decay corresponding to (11.1) are
not necessarily unique for some of frequencies α ą 0.
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